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 :توجه

 

 نحوه نگارش  جزوه آموزشیessay    شده است. تکمیل نسخهدر این 

 8  (195تا  188اضافه گردید. )شماره های ی امتحان تکرار جدید وتاپیک 

  سوالات تست ماک در انتهای مجموعه سوالات قرار دارد. تمرین بر روی این

ن چهار سوال را به بعد از امتحان ماک موکول کنید تا ارزیابی شما از این آزمو

 آزمایشی به شکل صحیحی صورت پذیرد.

 مجموعه سوالاتessay   به ترتیب چیدمان این جزوه در سایت ما به آدرس

 www.ptestudy.net .نیز در دسترس می باشد 
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1. Essay Template  
By Faraz Tajfirooz : 
Recently, the phenomenon of T1 and its corresponding impact has sparked a 

heated debate. Although contested by many that the matter of N1 is highly 

beneficial, such issue is regarded thoroughly both constructive and positive by a 

substantial number of individuals. I am inclined to believe that N2 can be a plus, 

and I will analyze that throughout this essay. 
 

From a social standpoint, T2 can provide the society with some noticeable effects 

which are rooted in the fact that merits of N3, as well as N4, are inextricably 

bound up. According to my own experience, when I was a university student, I 

performed an academic experiment which discovered N5. Thus, beneficial 

ramifications of both N6 and N7 apparently can be seen. 
 

Within the realm of science, T3 might increase the consequences of N8. 

Moreover, fundamental aspects of N9 could relate to this reality that the 

demerits of N10 pertain to N11. As a tangible example, some scientific research 

undertaken by a prestigious university has asserted that the downside of N12 is 

correlated negatively with N13. Hence, it is correct to presume the preconceived 

notion of N14. 
 

To conclude, while there are several compelling arguments on both sides, I 

profoundly believe that the benefits of T4 far outweigh its drawbacks. Not only 

do the advantages of N15 prove the significance of N16, but also pinpoint N17 

implications. 

(227 words)        grammarly score : 100 

T=   تاپیک یا پارافریزی از تاپیک یا مترادف و معادل آن در قالب عبارت اسمی 

For example:   T1- Dangerous sports T2- Adventurous sports T3- Life-threatening activities T4- Risk-

taking adventures 

N= Noun phrase عبارت اسمی 

For example:   N1- Stressful situations N2- Boosting Adrenalin N3-Developing self-confidence... 

 

http://www.t.me/faraz_tajfirooz
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2. The translation of template 
 بسیاری توسط اگرچه. است کرده ایجاد را گرم بحث یک آن متناظر تاثیر و 1T پدیده تازگی، به

 مثبت و سازنده بطورکاملا ای مسئله چنین است، سودمند بسیاربالایی بطور 1N که شده مخالفت

 2N که کنم باور که دارم تمایل من. افراد از توجهی قابل تعداد یک توسط شده گرفته درنظر

 .کرد خواهم تحلیل را آن مقاله این سرتاسر در من و باشد، مزیت یک تواند می

 که آورد فرآهم توجهی قابل اثرات از برخی با را جامعه تواند می  2T ،اجتماعی نظر نقطه از

 طبق بر. هستند متصل غیرمستقیم طور به ، 4N همچنین و ، 3N که است واقعیت این در ریشه

 دادم انجام دانشگاهی آزمایش یک بودم، دانشگاه دانشجوی یک من که زمانی من، شخصی تجربه

 .شود دیده میتواند 7N و   6Nهردوی از مفیدی پیامدهای بنابراین،. کرد کشف را 5N که

 9N اساسی های جنبه این، بر علاوه. دهد افزایش را 8N عواقب است ممکن  3T ،علم  حوزه در

 یک ملموس، مثال یک عنوان به. است 11N به مربوط 10N معایب که دارد ارتباط واقعیت این با

 منفی طور به 13N با 12N نزول که است کرده تایید معتبر، دانشگاه یک توسط علمی تحقیق

 فرض درست را 14N شده تعیین پیش از تصور که است صحیح این رو، این از. دارد همبستگی

 .کنیم

 عمیقا من دارد، وجود طرف دو هر در کننده قانع استدلال چندین که حالی در گیری، نتیجه برای

 ثابت 15N مزایای تنها نه. است آن معایب از بیشتر مراتب به 4T مزایای که هستم باور این بر

 .کند می اشاره 17N پیامدهای به دقت با بلکه را، 16N اهمیت کند می
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3. Educational booklet 
 

Produced by:  Farzad Ghadamgahi 

@Farzad_ghad 

Latest update:  10 March 2019 

 

3.1. Definitions 
 

Content :  یک در صورت آف تاپ – بدست می آید پرداختن به همه جوانب تاپیکنمره کامل کانتنت با

 .صفر خواهد شد هر چند که بالاترین سطح لغات و گرامر را بکار برده باشید  essayنوشتن نمره 

Development and coherence :  پراکندگی مناسب کیوردها و شامل   است وظیفه تمپلیتاین آیتم

 می شود پاراگرافینگ و

Form  :  تعداد کلمه درessay  ت حدود )بهترین حالاست کلمه  200-300بین  برای اخذ نمره کامل کانتنت

 .کلمه( 260

Grammar :  رنج وسیع گرامر صحیح نمره کامل گرامر شامل استفاده از، Punctuation ،  اسپلینگ، 

 می باشد. وچکحروف بزرگ و کرعایت 

Vocabulary  :  و استفاده از( است وظیفه تمپلیت(فراوانی لغات آکادمیک  synonyms 

Written discourse :   ره )اشابودن عبارات اسمی با تاپیک ها مرتبط نمره کامل این آیتم در صورت

همه  ها و پخش کردن مناسب کیوردها در تمپلیت بطوری که Tبه خصوص در مستقیم به کیوردهای تاپیک( 

 پاراگراف ها حاوی همه کیوردهای مهم تاپیک باشند، بدست می آید. 
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3.2. Topic sentence (T) 
T  عبارات اسمی یا :topic sentence   ا می تواند یکلمه ای باشد و  3یا  2ها هستند که می تواند

 بخشی از تاپیک با کمی تغیر باشد.

 شد: که باعث افزایش نمره وکب نیز خواهد  رات جزیی می تواند شامل موارد زیر باشدیتغی

 Verb + ing: 

People spend too much time at work >>>>>>>>> Spending time at work 
 

 Reorder:  

Protecting the environment >>>> The Environmental protection 

 

 Minor paraphrasing:  

Buildings will have a positive or negative impact on people's life >>>> Influences of 
buildings   
 

 Word family: 

Work >>>>> workers/ workplace/ working/ workmate 
 

 Changing verbs to nouns:  

The large shopping mall should replace the small shop >>>>> Shopping mall replacement 

 

3.3. Noun phrase (N) 
 

N  : .عبارات اسمی دو یا نهایت سه کلمه ای که حاوی کیورد تاپیک باشند 

تنوع و کیوردهای تاپیک عبارات اسمی مبا سطح بالای زبان و حضور ذهن جهت ایده پردازی، از  -1

 مرتبط بسازید .

را از  در صورت سطح متوسط و قابلیت حفظ کردن برای تاپیک های پرتکرار، عبارات اسمی مرتبط -2

 منابع دلخواه گلچین کنید و حفظ کنید.

 سازید. ب عبارت اسمیبطور محدود( )می توانید به کمک کالوکیشن های عمومی با کیورد های تاپیک  -3
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3.4. The difference between T and N 
 

ها  Tبا این تفاوت که در ساختن  .هر دو بهتر است ترکیبات اسمی حاوی کیوردهای تاپیک باشند

اده ها بطور محدود از عباراتی استف  Nولی می توان در  از خود تاپیک استفاده کنید، تا حد ممکن

به شرطی این عبارات در  .کرد که با وجود مرتبط بودن با تاپیک ولی کیورد تاپیک را ندارند

   ( استفاده نشوند.  Bodyجملات آخر بادی )نتیجه گیری

 :1 مثال

The environment we live in is in danger due to various global problems. What 
are the underlying causes? 

N:  

Environmental difficulties 

Environmental effects 

Destroying the environment 

Greenhouse gasses >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> مرتبط با تاپیک ولی فاقد کیورد 

Carbon dioxide emissions >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> مرتبط با تاپیک ولی فاقد کیورد  

 مثال 2:

The world’s governments and international organizations confront a multitude 
of the global problem. What do you think is the most pressing issue facing the 
inhabitants of our planets and what solution would you offer? 

N: 

Solving global problems--- international problems--- global warming problems--
-cities pollution problems---- inhabitable planets--- local organizations  

the climate change>>>>>>>>>>>> مرتبط با تاپیک ولی فاقد کیورد 

the unemployment rate>>>>>>>>>مرتبط با تاپیک ولی فاقد کیورد  
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 مفهوم،  تحلیل و منطق کلی معنی ،essay   اهمیتی ندارد اما عبارات اسمی باید ترکیباتی

 باشند که معنی دار هستند و در زبان انگلیسی موجود باشند.

3.5. Types of Noun Phrases 
 

 (Verb+ing)+ Noun >>>>>>>> Spending the time/Having the time/ Reading 
books 

 (Verb+ing)+ Adjective >>>>>> Exercising hard/ Behaving normal/ Shopping 
online/ Playing online 

 (Verb+ing)+ Adjective + Noun >>>>>>>>> Having free time/ Having a healthy 
diet 

 (Verb+ing)+ Adverb >>>>>> Driving carefully/ Playing carelessly/ Speaking 
fluently 

 Being+ Adjective >>>>> Being responsible/ Being motivated/ Being polluted 

 Being+ Adverb+ Adjective >>>>> Being socially well-behaved/ being legally 
responsible 

 Adjective+ Noun >>>>>>>> Innovative systems/ The classical music/ complex 
technologies 

 Adverb+ Adjective+ Noun >>>>>>>> Environmentally sustainable 
developments 

 Noun+ Noun >>>>>> Eligibility criteria/ Carbon emissions/ payment services 

 Noun+ Noun+ Noun >>>>>> Eligibility criteria requirements/ Carbon emission 
level(s) 

 Noun’s+ Adjective+ Noun >>>> Doctors’ verbal communication/ Students’ 
late assignment  

 د.می توانید استفاده کنی  sstو  swt که بیشتر در  جملات پیش ساخته ارتباط دو جنبه تاپیک

 The relation between….... And ……… 

 The relationship between….... And ……… 

 The correlation between….... And ……… 

 The link between…… And……. 

 The interaction between….... And ……… 
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 The balance between….... And ……… 

 The distinction between….... And ……… 

 The correspondence between..….. And …… 

 

 

3.6. General collocations 
 

 

 

 

 The role of.… 

 ….developments 

 ….improvements 

 ….requirements 

 ….management 

 ….studies 

 ….sciences 

 ….regulations 

 ….facts 

 ….analysis 

 ….issues 

 ….strategies 

 ….policies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Education 

School 

University 

Transport 

Credit 

Cashless 

Learning 

Children 

Government 

Building 

Life 

Work 

Book 

Technology 

Medical 

Parent 

Behavior 

Advertisement 

Company 

Problem 

Assignment 

Film 

Music 

Shopping 

 

Employment 

Course 

Payment 

Finance 

People 

Disease 

Communication 

Doctor 

Exercise 

Diet 

Country 

Population 

Student 

Lesson 

Tourism 

Handwriting 

Listener 

Food 

Environment 

Tuition fee 

Job 

Geography 

Play 

Sport 

Vote 

 

Topic Keywords 

ها می توانید بطور محدود ازاین کالوکیشن  Nبرای 

ترکیبات ساز های عمومی استفاده کنید به شرطی که 

ساخته شده حاوی کیورد تاپیک باشند و در انگلیسی 

 موجود و متداول باشد.
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Correct examples: Educational developments/ Job management/ Medical sciences/ Company 

requirements/ The role of tourism/ governments’ strategies/ governments’ policies/ the 

behavior analysis/ working improvements/ governmental regulations/ countries regulations/ 

behavior sciences 

Incorrect examples: problem requirements!! / children policies!! / credit facts!! / shopping 

analysis !! 

 

 برخی کالوکیشن های عمومی را با برخی کیوردهای تاپیک نمی توانمطابق مثال های فوق : 1نکته 

ستفاده بکاربرد. بنابراین ابتدا عبارت اسمی را ترجمه کنید اگر در زبان انگلیسی متداول بود بعد ا

 کنید. 

ید هم استفاده کنکیوردهای تاپیک  کالوکیشن های تخصصی از+( ، 79: برای نمره های بالا )2نکته 

 (2و  1عمومی ها اکتفا نکنید. )مثالکلوکیشن سازهای و فقط به 

 : 1مثال

Keyword 1: Music  

 Particular N: Musical instruments – listening to music- classical 

music- music playlists 

 -music facts -the role of music -music studies -General N: music sciences

musical issues 

 :2مثال 

Keyword 2: Pollution 

 Particular N: preventing pollution- the source of pollution- pollution 

standards- air pollution 

 General N: pollution studies- the role of pollution- pollution issues- 

pollution facts- pollution management 
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3.7. Articles 

 The - An – A -آرتیکل ها )حروف تعریف( 

 If nouns are countable, use (s) and (ies) at the end of noun phrases, OR use (a) and (an) 

at the beginning of noun phrases >>>>>> deprived schools/ university students/ 

educational strategies/ environmental problems/ designing buildings/ developing 

countries/ a current method/ sport events/ work skills/ an academic study/ an 

education cost/ An old film/ a printed book / printed books 

 If you are NOT sure that nouns are countable, use (the) at the beginning/middle of your 

noun phrases >>>>> the legal age/ the school syllabus/ the tourist destination/ the 

extra tuition/ protecting the environment/ the job offer/ the impact of sth/ the role of 

sth  

اده استف  The - an-aاز آرتیکل  بایدن : در برخی اسامی)Zero Article(استثناعات آرتیکل ها 

 . مثلا:کنیم

: E.g: Earth: We live on EarthPlanets 

Africa/ Asia/ Europe and …. : I’ve never been to Africa E.g: :Continents 

… Brazil/ Italy/ India and Countries: 

…  : Paris/ Tokyo/ New York andTown and Cities 

…. Oxford university/ Cambridge university and :Universities 

 ند به جز استثناعات آرتیکل ها ، هر اسم یا عبارت اسمی  برای جایگذاری در تمپلیت نیازم

جمع برای اسامی   sدر همه موارد و یا از   theحرف تعریف می باشند که می توانید از 

های خودتون رو وارد گرامرلی کنید به مرور متوجه  essayقابل شمارش استفاده کنید. 

 لازم دارد.  Theمی شوید که کجاها 
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3.8. Different types of Essay 
 

 Nowadays, people spend too much time at work to the extent 

that they hardly have time for their personal life.  

 To what extent do you agree or disagree  

 What is your opinion 

 Discuss  

 Advantage and disadvantage 

 Cause/ Effect/ solution 

 What are the pros and cons 

 

3.9. Approach 
 تایپ سریع تمپلیت -1

  ها  keywordتشخیص فهم آن و  ، خواندن تاپیک -2

در بالای تمپلیت را عبارات اسمی  که یا می توان دو دقیقهدر حدود   Brainstormingانجام  -3

وارد کرد )بستگی  در تمپلیت  آنهابطور مستقیم  کرد و یااستفاده  pasteو  cut از و بعدکرد تایپ 

به روش تمرین دارد. تایپ مستقیم عبارات اسمی در تمپلیت به شرط رعایت پراکندگی کیوردها 

 و عدم تکرار ایده ها توصیه می شود(.

 نوشتن عبارات اسمیرعایت مدل زیر برای جایگذاری عبارات اسمی در تمپلیت بطوری که  -4

همه پاراگراف ها حاوی با این روش  باشد. )افقی بصورت در تمپلیت  آنها جایگذاریو  عمودی

 (می شوند و کیوردها پشت سر هم تکرار نمی شوند. همه کیوردها

 و رفع اشتباهات تایپی )خواندن برعکس توصیه می شود( essayویرایش نهایی  -5

 

 

 

Use one 
template for all 
types of essay 
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 کی ورد: 4مثال برای تاپیک با 

 Nowadays, people spend too much time at work to the extent 

that they hardly have time for their personal life.  

       People                               Time                             work                     Personal life 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 کی ورد: 3مثال برای تاپیک با 

. act/behavior's childrenshould be legally responsible for  Parents

What is your opinion? 

     Parents                                             Children                                    Behavior           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T1 Hard-working people 

N4 the local people 

N8 Clever people 

N12 Satisfied people 

N16 Lazy citizens 

T2 Having free time 

N3 Time management 

N7 Spending the time 

N11 Time tables 

N15 Taking the time 

N17 Wasting the time 

 

T3 Working conditions 

N2 Working overtime 

N6 Work-life balance 

N10 The full-time work 

N14 The paid work 

T4 The personal life 

N1 Life facilities1 

N5 The life span 

N9 A private life 

N13 Personal activities 

 

T1 Responsible parents 

T4  good parenting 

N3 strict parents 

N6 kind parents 

N9 the role of parents 

N12 parental engagement 

N15 normal parents 

T2 children’s behavior 

N1 clever children 

N4 aggressive children 

N7 the child’s personality 

N10 childhood activities 

N13 children developments 

N16 brilliant children 

T3 the good behavior 

N2 the bad behavior 

N5 behavioral analysis 

N8 acceptable behavior 

N11 behaving legally 

N14 behavioral patterns 

N17 behavior requirements 
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ها این است که کیوردها به نسبتی در تمپلیت  Nها و  Tهدف از چنین شماره گذاری برای  -

 کیوردهای تاپیک باشند.پخش شوند که همه پاراگراف ها حاوی همه 

با شناسایی خوب کیوردها، وکب سازی، ساختن عبارات اسمی مناسب بدون غلط گرامری،  -

رعایت آرتیکل گذاری و پخش کردن مناسب عبارات اسمی در تمپلیت، نمره کامل کانتنت، 

 ریتن دیسکورس و گرامر را در این بخش خواهید گرفت.

Essay sample: 

 Nowadays, people spend too much time at work to the extent that they hardly 

have time for their personal life.  

Recently, the phenomenon of hard-working people and its corresponding 

impact has sparked a heated debate. Although contested by many that the 

matter of the Local people is highly beneficial, such issue is regarded thoroughly 

both constructive and positive by a substantial number of individuals. I am 

inclined to believe that time management can be a plus, and I will analyze that 

throughout this essay. 

From a social standpoint, having free time can provide the society with some 

noticeable effects which are rooted in the fact that merits of working overtime, 

as well as life facilities, are inextricably bound up. According to my own 

experience, when I was a university student, I performed an academic 

experiment which discovered clever people. Thus, beneficial ramifications of 

both spending the time and work-life balance apparently can be seen. 

Within the realm of science, working conditions might increase the 

consequences of the life span. Moreover, fundamental aspects of satisfied 

people could relate to this reality that the demerits of time tables pertain to the 

full-time work. As a tangible example, some scientific research undertaken by a 

prestigious university has asserted that the downside of a private life is 

correlated negatively with Lazy citizens. Hence, it is correct to presume the 

preconceived notion of taking the time. 

To conclude, while there are several compelling arguments on both sides, I 

profoundly believe that the benefits of the personal life far outweigh its 

drawbacks. Not only do the advantages of the paid work prove the significance 

of personal activities, but also pinpoint wasting the time implications. 
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3.10 different notes 

ا تاثیری در نمره شم  Enterتعداد بزنید.  Enter سه یک ، دو یا  می توانید در پایان هر پاراگراف -1

 الزامیست. بعد از نقطه هر پاراگراف Enterیک  زدنولی برای بحث پاراگرافینگ  ندارد.

 اضافه بین کلمات تاثیری در نمره شما  spaceچسبیدگی کلمات به یکدیگر را اصلاح کنید اما وجود  -2

 ندارد.

 تاثیر منفی در نمره شما ندارد.هیچ   Backspaceاستفاده از کلید  -3

 بهتر است تایپ تمپلیت را در حالت نویز با صدای صفحه کلید از اطراف تمرین کنید. -4

بال را دن  essayشدند و مطالب پیرامون  90با این هشتگ ها از کانال می توانید تجربیات عزیزانی که  -5

 کنید. 

#essay   #we     #article    #collocation    #mock    #vocab     #FAQ    #sample 

 پایین ه نمره، بگروه مدرسینو اخذ فیدبک مثبت از در صورت اجرای صحیح و دقیق تکنیک ها  -6

بالای کارنامه ماک ظاهر  ید بخصوص وقتی پیغام خطای قرمز رنگهرایتینگ در آزمون ماک اهمیتی ند

 می شود، چراکه در امتحان اصلی نمره شما به دلایل مختلف افزایش پیدا خواهد کرد.

 ل کنید.دلایل ظاهر شدن پیغام قرمز رنگ در کارنامه ماک را با این هشتگ ها در کانال دنبا -7

 mock_error#           ماک    _کارنامه_قرمز_پیغام#

 .کنید سرچعزیز را در کانال  (توضیحات اشکان)استاندارد تر برگزار کردن آزمون ماک ، هرچه برای  -8

در یک پاسخ از دو املای بریتیش  (swt, essay, sst, lfib, wfd) در کلیه قسمت های نوشتاری امتحان -9

با هم  transportationو  transportاز کلمات   essay. مثلا در یک و امریکن هم زمان استفاده نکنید

هم زمان استفاده نکنید.  behaviorو   travelling از دو کلمه   lfibدر یک جواب مثلا استفاده نکنید. یا 

با حروف اضافه تری نوشته می شود معمولا بریتیش است. برای بطور کلی هر کلمه ای که طولانی تر و 

 رو دنبال کنید.    spelling#دیدن فایل ها و مطالب کمکی در این رابطه در کانال 
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3.11. Samples 

 تاپیک های پرتکرار امتحانی -( N و  T گردآوری تمرین های گروه )ساختن

question T1 to T4 N1 to N18 

1- In a cashless society, people 
use more credit cards. What 
are the advantages and 
disadvantages of this 
phenomenon? 

(T1 to T4) 
 
A cashless society 
Credit cards 
Credit card debt 
A cashless payment 

(N1 to N18) 
 
Short-term credits 
The credit analysis 
The cash ratio 
A bank card 
Educated people 
Unsecured credit cards 
Charging the card 
A valid credit card 
An acceptable credit card 
A cashless system of payment 
A financial organization 
A method of payment 
People’s account 
A bank balance 
Traditional societies 
Social activities 
Electronic banking 
Busy people 
 

2- Some say that music is as 
important as other subjects in 
schools to promote learning in 
children life. Do you agree or 
disagree? Give your opinion. 

(T1 to T4) 
Musical learning activities 
Listening to music at schools 
Learning musical techniques 
promoting learning methods 

(N1 to N18) 
The music subject 
Musical instruments 
Musical abilities 
Music celebrities 
A music study 
Learning disorder 
Learning outcomes 
Learning process 
School facilities 
Local schools 
The background music 
Children tendencies 
Music downloading 
Classical music 
The school curriculum 
Recorded music 
Music industry 
Listening to favorite music 
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3- Cities are now expanding; 
the government should make 
better network for public 
transport or should build more 
roads to facilitate car 
ownership? Agree or 
Disagree? 

(T1 to T4) 
 
Traveling by public transport 
A transport network 
Road facilities 
A road network 

(N1 to N18) 
 
The transport system 
Transport costs 
The Private transport 
The public safety 
The Rail transport 
The Road transport 
Traffic congestion 
A road accident 
Transport development 
Transport infrastructure 
Transport strategies 
Transport requirements 
Transport industry 
Transport legislation 
A road construction project 
Dangerous roads 
Road vehicles 
Road improvements 
 

4- Nowadays, people spend 
too much time at work to the 
extent that they hardly have 
time for their personal life. 
Discuss 

(T1 to T4) 
 
Spending the time at work 
The Modern life 
Having time for personal life 
Working life of individuals 

(N1 to N18) 
 
Hard-working employees 
Time management 
A professional career 
A casual work 
Seasonal workers 
Considerable working 
experience 
The Job satisfaction 
Working conditions 
A part-time work 
A work-life balance 
A work commitment 
Taking the time 
The working environment 
People’s healthy life 
A peaceful life 
the private life 
Day to day life 
Career developments 
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5- Whether experimental 
learning can work well in 
formal education compared to 
books? Agree or disagree 

(T1 to T4) 
 
Experimental learning 
Formal education 
Learning environment 
Informal learning 

(N1 to N18) 
 
Educational achievement 
Academic qualifications 
Well-rounded education 
Conventional education 
Vocational education 
Learner's performance 
Educational facilities 
Theoretical knowledge 
Practical learning 
Intellectual development 
Training courses 
Learning disorder 
Learning process 
A practical experiment 
A laboratory experiment 
A scientific experiment 
Educational perspective 
Educational strategies 
Excellent books 
Reference books 
 

6- Medical technology is 
responsible for the human's 
life expectancy. To what extent 
do you agree or disagree? 

T1 to T4 
 
Medical technology 
Human's life expectancy 
Taking responsibility for life  
Medical treatment 

N1 to N18 
 
Emergency medication  
Hospital treatments 
Widespread diseases 
The medical care 
Advanced technologies 
A healthy lifestyle 
Medical practitioner 
Preventive medicine 
Physical well-being 
Medical certificate 
Innovative technologies 
The daily life 
Individuals' life insurance 
Human's immune system 
The medical attention 
A longer lifespan 
The Complex technology 
Prescribed medication 
Health care systems 
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7- Parents should be legally 
responsible for children's 
act/behavior. What is your 
opinion? 

T1 to T4 
 
Parental responsibilities 
Children's behavior 
Parental engagement 
Anti-social behavior of children 

N1 to N18 
 
Parent-child relationship 
Children's personal growth 
Parenting skills 
Observing parents 
Behavioral patterns 
Aggressive behavior/action 
Modern childcare techniques 
Younger generation 
Behavioral flexibility 
Acceptable behavior/act 
Good parenting 
Violent behavior of children 
Children tendencies 
Aggressive children 
Prospective parents 
Intellectual development 
A gifted child 
Dependent children 
 

8- Companies use 
advertisement to influence 
people to buy things 
sometimes which they don't 
need. Give your opinion? 

T1 to T4 
 
[Using the advertisement by 
companies] 
Advertising strategies 
Commercial advertisements 
A TV advertisement 

N1 to N18 
 
N1. Purchasing things 
A major advertising campaign 
The classified adverts 
The advertising classification 
Marketing communication 
Advertising agencies 
A profitable advertisement 
N8. A positive influence 
Outdoor advertising 
Commercial advertisement 
The company products 
Advertising methods 
Telemarketing 
Advertising network 
N15. Successful companies 
New brands 
Advertising billboards 
Financial sponsors 
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9- What's global problems, and 
how the government should 
solve them? 

T1 to T4 
 
Global problems 
Problem solving methods 
Governments' effort 
International problems 

N1 to N18 
 
Widespread problems 
Complex problems 
Technical solutions 
Environmental problems 
Problematic situation 
A national government 
A local government 
Encountering problems 
Comprehensive solutions 
Universal problems 
Long-term problems 
Enormous problems 
Psychological problems 
Global policies 
Global strategies 
Global methods 
Behavioral problems 
Good governments! 
Bad governments! 
 

10- The university will deduct 
the students' score for late 
assignments. Opinion and 
solutions? 

T1 to T4 
 
Decreasing students' score 
University assignments 
The student's test scores 
Homework assignments 

N1 to N18 
 
Practical assignments 
A university degree 
Brilliant students 
Written assignments 
Excellent scores 
Students' motivation 
Overall scores 
A reading assignment 
A score guide 
A university student 
Giving assignments 
A deductible score 
Late assignments 
Difficult assignments 
The university department 
Scoring methods 
Delayed assignments 
A college student 
University principles 
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11- As E-books are available 
online these days, the value of 
printed books has diminished. 
Agree or disagree? 

T1 to T4 
 
Online e-books 
Diminishing printed books 
E-book publishers 
Decreasing available books 

N1 to N18 
 
Electronic books 
Bookstore websites 
Online bookshop 
E-book services 
Purchasable books 
Printed books 
A controversial book 
E-book collections 
Online discussions 
Digital format 
The e-book market 
Saving the forest 
Electronic documents 
E-reader devices 
Electronic publishing 
E-book license 
The digitized text 
A book-reading software 
 

12- It is important for children 
to study a film at school to 
learn literature. To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree? 

T1 to T4 
 
Learning literature at school 
Studying a film  
Learning classical literature 
Literature studies 

N1 to N17 
 
N1- school children 
N2- the film industry 
N3- Modern literature 
N4- The school curriculum 
Contemporary literature 
Learning great literature 
School syllabus 
N8- Watching a film 
N9- Aggressive children 
Learning disorder 
Learning process 
A traditional film 
Classical literature 
Watching a movie 
N15- school children 
N16- Learning abilities 
N17- A memorable performance 
 

13- In town and cities, the large 
shopping mall should replace 
the small local shop. Do you 
agree or disagree? 

T1 to T4 
 
Replacing large shopping malls 
Small shopping centers 

N1 to N17 
 
A commodity market 
Window shopping 
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Replacement shops 
Shopping malls 

The selling price 
Online shopping 
Grocery stores 
Food shopping 
Local bookshops 
Local supermarkets 
Local hypermarkets 
Internet shopping 
A shopping list 
The big department stores 
The consumer service 
Shopping mall 
A small clothes shop 
Local coffee shops 
Shopping centers 
A shop assistant 
 

14- Company Top Level 
Authorities should or should 
not take employees 
suggestions or ideas to take 
any decisions? Discuss 

T1 to T4 
 
Taking employees' suggestions 
Taking the company's decision 
Making a decision 
Decision making policies 

N1 to N17 
 
A significant decision 
Top level authorities 
Employment opportunities 
Employees' motivation 
A particular suggestion 
A staff meeting 
Leading companies 
Company development 
Successful companies 
Staff cooperation 
Decision making strategies 
Managing employees 
Crucial decisions 
Irreversible decisions 
A wrong decision 
Employees' engagement 
A practical suggestion 
 

15- Students with degree earn 
high salary than who doesn't 
have. Some say that they have 
to pay the full cost of their 
courses. Give opinion. 

T1 to T4 
Earning higher salaries 
Paying the full cost of courses 
A student's degree 
Earning the highest salary 

N1 to N17 
Payment services 
A university degree 
A method of payment 
An intensive course 
Conventional degree 
Students' fix-figure salary 
Annual students' salary 
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Pupils' current salary 
The full cost of education 
A salary increase 
Brilliant students 
Earning good money 
Covering the educational costs 
A degree course 
A college degree 
Students' salary 
Payment rules 
 

16- Whether designing of 
buildings will have a positive or 
negative impact on people's 
life and work? 

T1 to T4 
 
Designing the building 
Individual's life 
The impact on citizen's life 
Positive effects on the working 
life 

N1 to N17 
 
Working environment 
People's satisfaction 
Modern architecture 
Designing modern construction 
The design process 
Architectural designer 
Impressive buildings 
A master builder 
Building industry 
Construction workers 
Designing traditional buildings 
Daily life 
Working conditions 
Negative outcomes 
The positive influence 
A traditional design 
A classical design 
 

17- Teenagers should be 
taught financial lessons at 
school. To what extent do you 
agree or disagree? 

T1 to T4 
 
Teaching teens about financial 
aspects 
Financial circumstances 
The school curriculum 
Financial lessons 

N1 to N17 
 
Valuable lessons 
The school syllabus 
Young teenagers 
School children 
Financial difficulties 
Significant lessons 
Teaching methods 
Economic teachers 
Learning financial lessons 
Giving private lessons 
Aggressive teenagers 
School activities 
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Useful lessons 
Finance officers 
Teaching techniques 
Successful teenagers 
Financial management 
 

18- Does video communication 
with doctor help patients to 
cure any disease? 

T1 to T4 
Communicating with doctors 
through video conferencing 
A hospital patient 
Discovering a cure 
Effective communication 

N1 to N17 
A serious illness 
A video recorder 
Online communication 
A mental patient 
Direct communication 
Doctors' verbal communication 
Medically video facilities 
Video conferences 
Video technologies 
Mass communication  
A skillful communicator 
Widespread diseases 
An effective cure 
An excellent doctor 
Interactions between doctors 
and patients 
Medical treatment 
Medically prescribing patients 
 

19- Having a diet or doing 
exercise, which one is better 
for a fit body? 

T1 to T4 
Having a healthy diet 
Exercising regularly 
A connection between doing 
exercise and a fit body 
Being physically fit 

N1 to N17 
Body activities 
Taking physical exercise 
A balanced diet 
Going on a diet 
A strict diet 
Regular exercise 
A body reaction 
A low-calorie diet 
A healthy lifestyle 
Being on a poor diet 
Keeping fit 
 A good shape 
Physical well-being 
An exercise program 
An exercise regime 
The keep-fit exercise 
A vegetarian diet 
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20- Countries are faced 
decreasing the birth rate and 
increasing ageing population. 
What do you think are the 
causes and effects of this? 

T1 to T4 
 
Decreasing countries' birth 
rate 
Increasing ageing population 
Countries' population 
Individuals' country of birth 

N1 to N17 
 
Retirement age 
Successful ageing 
Elderly residents 
Old-age pensioner 
Unacceptable ageism 
Age discrimination 
A multiple birth 
A birth certificate 
Giving birth to people 
Nursing homes 
Elderly care systems 
The late middle age 
The legal age 
Elderly population 
Developing countries 
Third world countries 
Developed countries 
A happy old age 
Old age disabilities 
 

21- Some students focus on 
their academic lessons, while 
extracurricular activities also 
play an important role. Do you 
agree or not? 

T1 to T4 
 
Extracurricular activities 
Strictly academic lessons 
Talented students 
The school curriculum 

N1 to N17 
 
Academic qualifications 
Academic achievements 
Academically students' 
assignment 
The academic subject 
Academic atmosphere 
Extracurricular tasks 
Extracurricular exercise 
An academic curriculum 
Excellent students 
Aggressive students 
Students' behavior 
A university student 
School students 
Student life 
Brilliant pupils 
Giving lessons 
A private lesson 
Unacademic lessons 
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22- In developing countries, 
tourism has disadvantages and 
can be said the opposite as 
well. Do you agree? 

T1 to T4 
Tourism industry 
Growing tourism 
Developing countries 
The growth in tourism 

N1 to N17 
The tourist destination 
A tourist attraction 
Attracting tourists 
Promoting tourism 
Encouraging tourism 
The tourist season 
Influx of tourists 
Foreign tourists 
American tourists 
Tourism drawbacks 
Tourism advantages 
Third world countries 
Developed countries 
The Middle East countries 
A free country 
A foreign country 
Fleeing the country 

23- Governments and 
international organizations are 
facing global problems. 
Provide solutions. 

T1 to T4 
Encountering global problems 
International organizations 
Facing international problems 
Government efforts 

N1 to N17 
Organizational structure 
Governmental organizations 
Professional organizations 
Local organizations 
Official organizations 
Voluntary organizations 
Global organizations 
National associations 
International corporations 
Overcoming problems 
Dealing with problems 
Solving global difficulties 
Government policies 
Social governments 
Democratic governments 
Administrative governments 
Perfect solutions 

24- Children should learn good 
handwriting, or typing at 
school, which one is more 
important? 

T1 to T4 
Learning handwriting 
Typing methods 
The clear handwriting 
School children 

N1 to N17 
Recognizing the handwriting 
The terrible handwriting 
The awful handwriting 
Having good handwriting 
Handwriting analysis 
Handwriting recognition 
The unprecedented handwriting 
Typing courses 
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The typing speed 
Typing skills 
Gifted typists 
Computer keyboards 
Using typewriters 
The school curriculum 
The school syllabus 
School activities 
Aggressive children 
Talented children 
Clever children 

25- In social events, which one 
is better, being a good talker or 
a good listener? 

T1 to T4 
Being a nice talker 
Social events participation 
Being good at listening 
Social activities 

N1 to N17 
Listening abilities 
The listening power 
Eager listeners 
Bad listeners 
Listening carefully 
Being talkative 
Having a talk 
A serious talk 
Talking freely 
Talking socially 
Current events 
Cultural events 
Historical events 
A dramatic event 
Significant events 
Social attractions 
Social interactions 
Democratic societies 

26- Effective learning requires 
time, comfort and peace, so it 
is impossible to combine study 
and employment. Study and 
employment distract one from 
another. To what extent do 
you agree or disagree? 

T1 to T4 
The combination of studies 
A balance between study and 
employment 
Learning abilities 
The full-time employment 

N1 to N17 
The part-time employment 
Providing the employment 
Creating the employment 
Employment conditions 
Employment rights 
Potential employers 
Permanent employees 
Formal learning 
A learning environment 
Learning disabilities 
Scientific studies 
Working studies 
Historical studies 
A research study 
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A massive study 
Academic studies 
Study skills 

27- Should wealthy nations 
help poor countries with food 
and education, or is it the 
responsibility of poor nations 
to improve their condition? 

T1 to T4 
Rich nations 
Poor education facilities 
Wealthy countries' financial 
aid 
Developing countries 

N1 to N17 
Powerful nations 
Independent nations 
Leading nations 
Dividing nations 
Responsible nations 
Improving welfare 
Educational assistance 
Education system 
Vocational education 
Healthy foods 
The food improvement 
Providing food 
The food industry 
Developed countries 
Wealthy communities  
The country improvement 
Poor regions 

28- The environment we live in 
is in danger due to various 
global problems. What are the 
underlying causes? 

T1 to T4 
Living in the environment 
Environmental dangers 
Different global problems 
Environmental problems 

N1 to N17 
Protecting the environment 
Conserving the environment 
Environmental protection 
Environmental conservation 
Protection of the environment 
Destroying the environment 
The natural environment 
Environmentalists 
Environmental issues 
Environmental policies 
Environmental effects 
Solving the problem 
Global difficulties 
Major problems 
Minor problems 
Overcoming problems 
Dealing with problems 

29- Universities should reduce 
tuition fees, and university 
education should be free. To 
what extent do you agree or 
disagree? 
 

T1 to T4 
Reducing tuition fees 
Free education 
University degrees 
Providing tuition fees 

N1 to N17 

♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️ 
Educational achievements 
University students 

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ 
Receiving tuition fees 
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Introduction: ♣️ 

 

Body 1: ♥️ 

 

Body 2: ♠ 

 

Conclusion: ♦ 

University strategies 
Educational facilities 
Free of charge lessons 
Vocational education 

♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ 
The extra tuition 
Giving private tuition 
Formal education 
University education 
Free training programs 
Educational policies 
Getting daily tuition 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
Higher education 
Local universities 
Being taught for free 

30- Nowadays the most high-
level jobs are done by men. 
Should jobs be reserved for 
women by the government? 
What are the effects of this? 
 

Introduction: ♣️ 

 

Body 1: ♥️ 

 

Body 2: ♠ 

 

Conclusion: ♦ 

T1 to T4 
High-level jobs 
Reserving jobs for women 
Government efforts 
Making job reservations 

N1 to N17 

♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️ 
Government policies 
The role of women 

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ 
Government legislations 
Applying for a job 
Involving men 
Women abilities 
Job satisfaction 

♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ 
Job offers 
Women participation 
Job dissatisfaction 
Job discrimination 
Having a high-level job 
Men capabilities 
A job perspective 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
Local governments 
Reservable jobs 
Participating women 

31- Regions and countries' 
geography situation affect 
people's behavior and their 
success. What is your opinion? 
 
 
 

T1 to T4 
Countries' geographical 
location 
Affecting citizens' behavior 
Successful countries 
Geographical situations 

N1 to N17 

♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️ 
Enormous successes 
Behavioral patterns 

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ 
Deprived regions 
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Introduction: ♣️ 

 

Body 1: ♥️ 

 

Body 2: ♠ 

 

Conclusion: ♦ 

Fortunate regions 
Developing countries 
Having some success 
People's attitudes 

♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ 
Less-populated regions 
The impact of geography 
Specific regions 
Unprecedented success 
Developed countries 
Aggressive behavior 
Regional effects 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
Successful people 
Third world countries 
Behavior problems 

32- School children nowadays 
are not playing more sports 
compared to their parents in 
their childhood. Do you agree 
or disagree? Support your 
ideas with examples. 
 
 
 

Introduction: ♣️ 

 

Body 1: ♥️ 

 

Body 2: ♠ 

 

Conclusion: ♦ 

T1 to T4 
Playing active sports 
Comparing children with 
parents 
Dangerous sports 
Children's parents 

N1 to N17 

♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️ 
The school children 
Parental engagement 

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ 
Risky sports 
Aggressive children 
Doing sports 
Behavior of parents 
Team sports 

♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ 
Comparable schools 
Childhood activities 
Sport issues 
Children developments 
Physical exercise 
Competitive sports 
Overweight children 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
Sporty people 
The sportsman 
Children growth 

33- Young people under the 
age of 25 have no right to vote 
and drive due to the lack of 
experience. What are the 
advantages and disadvantages 
of this? 

T1 to T4 
Having right to vote 
Having right to drive  
Young generation 
Lacking experience 

N1 to N17 

♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️ 
Considerable experience 
The driving license 

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ 
Taking the vote 
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Introduction: ♣️ 

 

Body 1: ♥️ 

 

Body 2: ♠ 

 

Conclusion: ♦ 

Legal rights of youngsters 
Driving carefully 
Valuable experience 
Being eligible to vote 

♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ 
Having a vote 
Driving slowly 
Driving permission 
Compulsory voting 
Age discrimination 
Personal experience 
Voting freely 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
Young voters 
Driving quickly 
People rights 

34- Is individuals' personality 
affected by nurture and 
teaching, or genetics is more 
important? Give your opinion. 
Support your reasons with 
examples. 
 

Introduction: ♣️ 

 

Body 1: ♥️ 

 

Body 2: ♠ 

 

Conclusion: ♦ 

T1 to T4 
Affecting people's personality 
Genetics influences 
The importance of nurture 
Teaching individuals 

N1 to N17 

♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️ 
Nurturing children 
Genetic factors 

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ 
Nurture issues  
Teaching babies 
The genetic research 
Citizen developments 
Special genes 

♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ 
Human genes 
Genetically clever people 
Genetically determined 
communities 
Nurturing students 
Characteristics 
Teaching methods 
Personality developments 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
Genetic defects 
Having a good personality 
Nurture studies 

35- What is the best invention 
of last 100 years, the 
computer, antibiotics or the 
airplane? Why? Explain with 
examples. 
 

T1 to T4 
Inventions of the last 100 years 
Effective antibiotics 
Computer technologies 
Recent inventions 

N1 to N17 

♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️ 
Computer networks 
Taking antibiotics 

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ 
Computer equipment 
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Introduction: ♣️ 

 

Body 1: ♥️ 

 

Body 2: ♠ 

 

Conclusion: ♦ 

Airplane manufacturers 
Innovative issues 
Computer programming 
Technological inventions 

♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ 
Giving citizens antibiotics 
The role of airplanes 
Computer software 
Significant inventions 
Prescribing antibiotics 
Computer sciences 
New inventions 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
Antibiotic improvements 
The airplane industry 
Computer studies 

36- Some students leave 
school to find jobs. What do 
you suggest? School leaving or 
university education. Why? 
Support your answer with 
examples. 
 

Introduction: ♣️ 

 

Body 1: ♥️ 

 

Body 2: ♠ 

 

Conclusion: ♦ 

T1 to T4 
Leaving schools 
Finding job opportunities 
Choosing university education 
School students 

N1 to N17 

♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️ 
Educational achievements 
Students' part-time jobs 

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ 
School leavers 
Education systems 
School facilities 
University degrees 
Job satisfaction 

♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ 
Job dissatisfaction 
Leaving academic lessons 
Educational withdrawal 
Finding suitable career 
Job seeking 
Seeking full-time jobs 
Talented students 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
Vocational education 
Having a job 
Local universities 
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37- Some people believe that 
laws can change human 
behavior. Do you agree or 
disagree? Give examples. 
 

Introduction: ♣️ 

 

Body 1: ♥️ 

 

Body 2: ♠ 

 

Conclusion: ♦ 

T1 to T4 
Changing human behavior 
Behavioral laws 
Human changes 
Making laws 

N1 to N17 

♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️ 
Criminal laws 
Behavioral patterns 

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ 
Human manners 
Acceptable behavior 
Breaking the law 
Changing people's attitudes 
Anti-social behavior 

♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ 
Obeying strict laws 
Aggressive behavior 
Human legislations 
Introducing laws 
Normal behavior 
The behavior of human 
Civil laws 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
Behavior management 
Human sciences 
Law requirements 

38- Increasing the price of fuel 
is the best way to decrease air 
pollution and traffic. To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree? Give examples. 
 

Introduction: ♣️ 

 

Body 1: ♥️ 

 

Body 2: ♠ 

 

Conclusion: ♦ 

T1 to T4 
Increasing fuel prices 
Decreasing air pollution 
Reducing the traffic  
Fuel costs reduction 

N1 to N17 

♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️ 
Pollution standards 
The traffic jam 

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ 
A clean fuel 
Traffic problems 
The role of pollution 
Petrol prices 
The green fuel 

♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ 
Controlling pollution 
The lack of fuel 
Preventing pollution 
Urban traffic 
Saving fuels 
Greenhouse gases 
The source of pollution 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
Diminishing environmental 
pollution 
Avoiding the traffic 
Polluted cities 
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39- Students should be banned 
from computer and online 
gaming at school as they have 
no educational values. Do you 
agree or disagree? Give 
examples. 
 

Introduction: ♣️ 

 

Body 1: ♥️ 

 

Body 2: ♠ 

 

Conclusion: ♦ 

T1 to T4 
Banning students from online 
games 
Computer gaming prohibition 
Having educational values 
School students 

N1 to N17 

♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️ 
Computer technologies 
School facilities 

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ 
Students' interests 
School activities 
The gaming management 
Education systems 
The students' play 

♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ 
Video games 
Online games 
Playing outdoor games 
Online school programs 
Computer studies 
Educational achievements 
Gifted students 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
 Wonderful games 
Educational developments 
Online entertainments 

40- What is your idea about 
lazy journalism that is 
commonplace in digitalized 
world? Give examples. 
 

Introduction: ♣️ 

 

Body 1: ♥️ 

 

Body 2: ♠ 

 

Conclusion: ♦ 

T1 to T4 
The lazy journalism 
Digitalized world  
The common journalism 
Digital journals 

N1 to N17 

♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️ 
Digital records 
Famous journals 

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ 
Well-known journalists 
Globally digital reports 
Reading journals 
Journalism issues 
Writing journals digitally  

♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ 
Digital communications 
High-profile journals 
Being digitalized  
World Wide Web 
Brilliant journalists 
Fack news 
Digitalized magazines 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
 Digital devices 
Professional journalism 
Being a journalist 
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41- Social media and the 
Internet have bad effects on 
people as they make 
communications poor. Do you 
agree or disagree? Give 
examples. 
 

Introduction: ♣️ 

 

Body 1: ♥️ 

 

Body 2: ♠ 

 

Conclusion: ♦ 

T1 to T4 
The social media 
Having the Internet access 
The poor communication 
Media effects 

N1 to N17 

♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️ 
Going on the Internet 
Communication skills 

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ 
 The media attention 
Communicating with people 
Using the Internet 
The mass media  
Social networks 

♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ 
The national media 
Having bad effects 
The Internet connection 
The visual media 
People's interests 
The mass communication 
The Internet news 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
Communication improvements 
Internet studies 
Busy people 

42- Criminals in prisons are 
dealing with new cases, and 
some are teaching them. 
Which method is more 
effective to reduce crime rate? 
Rehabilitation or punishment? 
Give examples. 

T1 to T4 
Criminals in prisons 
Rehabilitation methods 
The effect of punishments 
Teaching criminals 

N1 to N17 

♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️ 

Rehabilitating prisoners 

Punishing criminals 

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ 

 Reducing the crime  

The crime prevention 

Educating prisoners 

A severe punishment 

Teaching techniques 

♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ 

The social rehabilitation 

Crime analysis 

Employing prison teachers 

Giving punishments 

Rehabilitation centers 

Committing the crime 

Criminal activities 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 

Punishment impacts 

The role of rehabilitation 

Prison facts 
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43-The world’s governments 
and international 
organizations confront a 
multitude of the global 
problem. What do you think is 
the most pressing issue facing 
the inhabitants of our planets 
and what solution would you 
offer? 

T1 to T4 
Confronting global problems 
International organizations 
Governmental solutions 
Inhabitants' issues 

N1 to N17 

♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️ 
Governmental organizations 
Facing planet difficulties 

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ 
 Solving problems 
Global inhabitants 
Global warming problems 
Dealing with problems 
Inhabitants of planets 

♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ 
Large organizations 
Tackling national problems 
The problem of pollution 
Local organizations 
Effective solutions 
Unemployment problems 
Governmental policies 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
International associations 
Bad governments 
Overcoming problems 

44- Does hosting the Olympic 
Games or World Cup have 
benefits for the host 
countries? Give examples. 

T1 to T4 
Hosting the Olympic Games 

Olympics benefits 
Host countries 
Olympics issues 

N1 to N17 

♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️ 
The FIFA world Cup 
Economical benefits 

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ 
 Olympics policies 
Having social benefits 
Brazil World Cup 
Summer Olympics 
Developing countries 

♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ 
Olympic medals 
World Cup players 
Countries infrastructures 
Cultural benefits 
Olympic tournaments 
Environmental benefits 
Worldwide events 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
Men's World Cup 
Countries management 
Great benefits 
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45- High salary or work 
condition, which one can bring 
job satisfaction. Give 
examples. 

T1 to T4 
High salary jobs 
Bringing the job satisfaction 

The higher salary 
Working conditions 

N1 to N17 

♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️ 
Working environments 
The job dissatisfaction 

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ 
 The salary of workers 
Hard-working employees 
Having job opportunities 
Earning a good salary 
A full-time work 

♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ 
Clear workplaces 
Working for a company 
Seeking part-time jobs 
Increasing workers' salary 
Applying for a job 
The employment rate 
The life satisfaction 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
The staff's salary 
Looking for a job 
Satisfying job positions 

46- Governments should 
allocate most educational 
resources on science subjects. 
Do you agree or disagree? Give 
examples. 

T1 to T4 
Allocating educational resources 
to sciences 

Government resources 
Educational sciences 
Scientific subjects 

N1 to N17 

♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️ 
Government efforts 
Education systems 

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ 
 The role of science 
Educational policies 
Learning scientific resources 
The education quality 
Governmental organizations 

♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ 
Brilliant scientists 
Government strategies 
Educating students 
The science curriculum 
Educational reforms 
The natural science 
The resource allocation 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
Educational requirements 
Government learning programs 
Science studies 
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47- With the more information 
available online, the role of 
library books is becoming 
obsolete. Universities should 
provide digital material rather 
than textbooks. Discuss both 
advantages and 
disadvantages. Give examples. 

T1 to T4 
Available online information 
The role of library books 
Providing digital material 
Textbooks of universities 

N1 to N17 

♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️ 
Official books 
University libraries 

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ 
 The information technology 
University students 
The digitalized world 
Online e-books 
Giving the information 

♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ 
Having useful information 
The online knowledge 
Great bookshops 
Selling textbooks 
Digital newspapers 
University developments 
Reading online books 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
The information management 
Digital sciences 
Online studies 

48- Xenophobia has 
accelerated rapidly in the 
western countries. According 
to you what solutions can be 
proposed by government and 
individuals? 

T1 to T4 
Accelerating xenophobia in 
western countries 
Proposing solutions by 
governments 
Individuals' solutions 
The role of xenophobia 

N1 to N17 

♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️♣️ 
Governmental solutions 
Individuals' activities 

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️ 
 Xenophobia studies 
Migrants of countries 
Developing countries 
Governments' efforts 
Suffering from xenophobia 

♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ 
Xenophobia related issues 
Governmental organizations 
Western nations 
Solving Xenophobia problems 
Behaving refugees badly 
The rapid Xenophobia growth  
Fleeing the country 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
Responsible governments 
Country improvements 
Educated Individuals 
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 سمپل چند نمونهEssay  کامل با رعایت پراکندگی

 کیوردهای تاپیک 
 

 keyرنگ بندی ها یعنی بهتر است در هر پاراگراف از هر 

word  تاپیک حداقل یک نماینده بصورت noun phrase  

 د.وجود داشته باش
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4. Essay Questions 
 

# Question Theme1 
Them

e2 
Theme3 

1 

In a cashless society, people use more credit cards. What 
are the advantages and disadvantages of this 
phenomenon? 
Or 
Do you think card-less society is realistic and why? What 
are the advantages and disadvantages? 
 
 

 
Bank 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

     

2 

Some say that music is as important as other subjects in 

schools to promote learning in children life. Do you agree 

or disagree? Give your opinion. 

 
 

Music 
 

 
 
Educat

ion 
 

 

     

3 
Government should reduce their investment in arts, 
music and painting. Agree or disagree? 
 

 
Music 

 

 
Arts 

 
 

     

4 

Professional workers like doctors, nurses and teachers 
make a greater contribution to society and so should be 
paid more than sports and entertainment personalities. 
To what extent do you agree or disagree? 
 
 

 
Work 

 

 
society 

 

 
Celebrities 

 

     

5 

Some people think that universities should not provide so 
much theoretical knowledge but give more practical 
training throughout their courses. To what extent do you 
agree or disagree with this opinion? 
 
 

 
Education 

 
  

     

6 
"More information available online so library books are 
useless." Agree or disagree with statement? 
 

E-books 

 
Educat

ion 
 

 

     

7 
As E-books are available online these days, the value of 
printed books has diminished. Agree or disagree? 
 

E-books 
 

 
 

     

8 

What are the different methods students using to achieve 
information? Online materials, asking teachers or 
discussing with classmates? 
 

E-books 

 
Educat

ion 
 

 

     

9 

People emphasizing government to build an advanced 
transport system rather new road for vehicles that are 
overcrowding the cities. Do you agree or disagree? 
 

 
 

Transporta
tion 

 
 
 
 
 
 

City 
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10 

Some people claim that public transport should be free of 
charge, while other disagree. Discuss both views and give 
your opinion. 
 
 

 
Transporta

tion 
 

 
 

 

     

11 

Cities are now expanding; the government should make 
better network for public transport or should build more 
roads to facilitate car ownership? Agree or Disagree? 
Or 
Should government build more roads to allow more 
vehicle owner or improve the network of public 
transport? 

 
 

 
Transporta
tion 
 

 
City 

 
 

     

12 
People usually mix their private and professional life. 
What are the pros and cons of this? 

 
Life 

 
work 

 
 

     

13 

Nowadays, people spend too much time at work to the 
extent that they hardly have time for their personal life. 
Discuss 
 
 

Life 
 

work 
 

 

     

14 

How widely of you think the problem spreads that people 
spend too much time on work than their personal life and 
experience time shortage? What problems will it cause? 

 
 

 
Life 

 
 

work 
 

 

     

15 

Personal Development is the base for professional 
development and advancing in one's career. To what 
extent do you agree or disagree? 

  
 

 
Life 

 
 

work 
 

 

     

16 

Does video communication with doctor help patients to 
cure any disease? Pros & Cons? 

 
 

health 
Mass 
media 

 

     

17 

The violence portrayed on TV and in the movies leads to 
an increase in crime in our society. People who watch 
violent movies are more likely to become criminals. Do 
you agree or disagree? 

 
Mass 
media 

 
crime 

 

     

18 
An increasing number of people choose to study and 
work in big cities. What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of this phenomenon? 

education 
 

work 
 

 

     

19 
Any new technological development in the recent years 
is a boon or curse for the society in general 

Technolog
y & 

Invention 
society  

     

20 
Whether design of building will have a positive or 
negative impact on people's life and work? 
 

 
Life  

 
archite

ct 
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21 

It is believed that some people are born with creativity 
and specific talents, and others are not. However, it's 
sometimes claimed that taught developed creativity, and 
any child can become good sports person or musician. 
Discuss the two ideas are giving your opinion and include 
any relevant examples from your knowledge or 
experience. 
 
 

children 
educat

ion 
creativity 

     

22 

Some students work while studying. This often results in 
lacking time for education and constantly feeling under 
pressure. What do you think are the causes of this? What 
solutions can you suggest? 
 

 
education 

 
 

work 
 

 

     

23 
Medical technology is responsible for the human's life 
expectancy. To what extent do you agree or disagree? Or  
 
 
 

 
life 

 
health 

 
Technology 
& Invention 

     

24 
Medical technology helps to live long life. Is that curse or 
blessing for society and mankind? 

 
life 

 
health 

 
Technology 
& Invention 

     

25 
Life experience is a better teacher than school or foreign 
education. Give an example and support opinion. 

education Life  
     

26 
What is your opinion on deducting marks on student's 
work if it is late? 

education   
     

27 
The university will deduct the student's score for late 
assignments, opinions and solutions. 
 
 

education   

     

28 
Should University penalize students for late submission of 
their work? 

education   
     

29 

All examinations in some countries take place at the end 
of the academic year, but others spread out throughout 
an academic year's. Pros & Cons 
 

education 

  

     

30 

People can perform everyday tasks, such as shopping and 
banking as well as business transactions, without meeting 
other people face-to-face because of technology. What 
are the effects of this on individual and society as a 
whole? 
 
 

 
 

shop 

 
 

bank 

 
 

Business 
& Money 

     

31 

Extreme sports (Dangerous activities) like skiing, bungee 
jumping, rafting, diving should be banned. Agree or 
disagree? 
 
 

sport   

     

32 
In town and cities, the large shopping mall should replace 
the small local shop. 
 

shop city  
     

33 

Do you think students who go to university should pay full 
fee than who do not go to university given that graduates 
earn higher salaries. Agree or disagree. 
 

 
education 

 
Busine
ss/ 
money 
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34 

Some people believe that the sole aim of higher 
education is to make people ready for employment. To 
what extent do you agree or disagree? Discuss. 
 

 
education 

 
work 

 
 

     

35 

Effective learning requires time, comfort and peace so it 
is impossible to combine study and employment. Study 
and employment distract one from another. To what 
extent do you think the statements are realistic? Support 
your opinion with examples? 

 
 

education 

 
 

work 
 

 

     

36 
How to Successfully Handle Job and Studies at the same 
time? 
 

education 
work 

 

 
     

37 
Should library use digital gadgets to provide information 
on different topics? Pros & Cons 
 

 
E-books 

 
educat

ion 
 

     

38 

In many countries, the proportion of older people is 
steadily increasing. Does this trend have more positive or 
negative effects on the society? 
 

 
older 

people 

 
society 

 

     

39 
What are the effects of doing sport on the human's 
overall health and lifetime? 
 

sport health life 
     

40 
Climate change and about the roles that Government, 
Corporate, and Individuals can play to improve it. 
 

 
 

climate 

 
 

Law & 
Crime 

 
 

Society 
 

     

41 
What roles should governments, companies, and 
individuals play to combat climate change? 

 
 

climate 

 
 

Law & 
Crime 

 
 

Society 
 

     

42 

Television has many useful functions to play in everyone’s 
life, for some its relaxation, for some it is the companion. 
Discuss your viewpoint and support your answer with 
examples and discussion point. 
 
 

 
 

Mass 
media 

 
 

life 
 

     

43 
Whether experimental learning can work well in formal 
education, agree or disagree?  

 
education 

  
     

44 
Experience is a more effective way to teach, compared to 
books? Agree or disagree. 

education   
     

45 

The environment we are living in is in danger due to 
various problems…so who do you think should be 
responsible for solving it? Is it the governments, 
organization or each individual? 
 
 

 
environm

ent 

 
Polluti

on 

 
Society 

 

     

46 
Do you think that formal written examinations are a good 
way to assess knowledge at school? 
 

education   
     

47 

It is argued that getting married before finishing school or 
getting a job is not a good choice. To what extent do you 
agree or disagree? 
 

 
Marriage 

 
educat

ion 
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48 

Company Top level Authorities should or should not take 
employees suggestions or ideas to take any decisions. 
Discuss 
 

 
work 

 
Ideolo

gy 
 

     

49 

What is the best invention of last 100 years, the 
computer, antibiotics, the airplane, and explain why? 
 
 

Technolog
y & 

Invention 
  

     

50 

Some people believe laws change human behavior. Do 
you agree with it? 
 
 

Law & 
Crime 

behavi
or 

 

     

51 

Nowadays, the mass media including TV, radio, and 
newspaper have become the essential part of our lives. 
What is your opinion? 
 

 
mass 

media 
  

     

52 
The mass media including TV, radio, and newspaper can 
influence in young generation life. What is your opinion? 
 

 
mass 

media 

 
Young
sters 

 

     

53 
Successful sports stars and glamorous film stars are a role 
model for youngsters. Do you support it or not? 
(Agree/Disagree). 

 
 
 

celebrities 

 
 
 

Young
sters 

 

     

54 

Many young people nowadays are imitating celebrities in 
sports and movies. In your opinion, is this good or bad? 
Support your point of view with reasons and examples 
from your own experience. 

sports 
celebri

ties 
 

     

55 
Companies use advertisements to influence people to 
buy things sometimes which they don't need. Give your 
opinion about this practice? 

 
advertisem

ent 
  

     

56 
In developing countries, tourism has disadvantages or 
advantages? 
 

tourism Travel  
     

57 
In underdeveloped countries, tourism has disadvantages 
and can be said the opposite as well. 
 

 
tourism 

 
Travel 

 
     

58 

Many people think regions affect successful persons. 
What are your opinion about native regions and 
accomplished person influence on the regions they 
belong to? 
 

 
Hometow
n/ success 

  

     

59 

The information revolution has changed the ways of mass 
communication and had some negative and positive 
effects on individuals’ lives as well as on society. To what 
extent you are agreed or disagree? 

 

mass 
media 

 

Techn
ology 
& 
Inventi
on 

 

society 

     

60 
Is travel a necessary component of education or not? Will 
scholar sitting at home have more knowledge or not? 

 
education 

 
Travel 
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61 

The importance of travel seems to be over rated. Brilliant 
scholars locked themselves at home. Travel is important 
for education. To what extent to you agree or disagree. 
 

 
 

education 

 
 

Travel 
 

     

62 

Working and living abroad helps us to know other 
cultures well. How far you think working abroad has good 
or bad impacts on our cultural lives? 

 
 

 
Immigrant

s 

 
work 

 
life 

     

63 

There are many arguments about the advantages and 
disadvantages of migration and how it has affected us 
locally. 
 

Immigrant
s 

  

     

64 Does television removes our loneliness or not? Discuss 
 

mass 
media 

life  
     

65 

For a successful company, selling products depends more 
on company's reputation or it depends more on if they 
provide discount and free offers. To what extent do you 
agree or disagree? 

 
 

 
 

shop 
  

     

66 

Parents should be held legally responsible for children's 
act. What is your opinion?  
 
 

 
children 

 
behavi
or 

 

     

67 
Nowadays TV has become an essential part of life. 
Medium to spread news & awareness and for some, it 
acts as a companion. What is your opinion about this? 

 
mass 
media 

 
life 

 

     

68 
It is important for children to study a film at school to 
learn literature. To what extent you agree? Give example. 

education 
Old 
play 

 
     

69 
The importance of cars and airplanes in modern life. Give 
examples.  
 

 
Transporta
tion 

 

  

     

70 

Some people prefer to play team sports, while other 
prefer to play individual sports. Discuss the advantages of 
each. Then indicate which you prefer and why? 

 

sport   

 

71 

Do you think the school should have curriculum asking 
students to play old drama and work for theater centuries 
ago? 
 

education 
Old 
play 

 

72 

Benefits and problems of studying and work related to old 
theater play in high schools .give your opinion with 
examples. 
 

education 
Old 
play 
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73 
Benefits and problems of studying and performing play in 

high school.  
education 

Old 
play 

 

74 

Problems and benefits for high school students study 
plays and works of theatres written centuries ago. Discuss 
and use your own experience. 

education 
Old 
play 

 

75 

In the 18th century due to industrialization a lot of people 

migrated to developed countries. This affected  lifestyle 
and increased major problems in developed countries. 
Discuss the problems and solutions to overcome these 
problems. 

Immigrant
s 

indust
ry 

 

     

76 

In academic studies, grouping students according to 
academic abilities is good or not good? Give your opinion.  

 
education 

  
     

77 

Technological access to online music and the like should 
be free or paid. What do you think? 

music 

Techn
ology 
& 
Inventi
on 

Business/ 
money 

     

78 

There are many different types of music in the world 
today. Why do we need music? 

 
 

 
music 

  

79 

Is the traditional music of a country more important than 
the International music that is heard everywhere 
nowadays? Please provide the solution. 

music   

     

80 

The belching and unauthorized behavior is unacceptable 
in modern offices. How far you support this view? Give 
your response with justification. 
 

behavior work  

     

81 

Do you think the consumer should avoid over packed 
products or it is the responsibility of the producer to avoid 
extra packaging of products?” Give your views or any 
relevant example with your own experience. 

 
shop 

  

     

82 

We have entered a throw-away society and fill the 
environment with rubbish. What are the causes and what 
are your solutions? 

 
environm

ent 

 
Polluti

on 
 

     

83 

It is important to preserve the beautiful buildings of the 
past, even if it will be expensive to do so. To what extent 
do you agree or disagree with it.  

 
architect 

  

     

84 

Has polygamy increased widely in this modern and brutal 
life? How far do you agree with this statement?  
 

 
marriage 

  

     

85 

Education is the biggest barrier to my learning – Einstein. 
What do you mean by this? And do you think Einstein was 
correct in saying that?  
 

 
education 

  

     

86 

Students with degree earn high salary than who doesn't 
have an academic qualification. Therefore, some argue 

 
education 
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that they have to pay the full cost of their courses. Give 
your opinion?  
 
 

Busine
ss/ 
money 

     

87 

’In future illiterate will not be those who cannot read, but 
those who do not learn’ – By some writer. Discuss what 
do you understand by this statement and state your 
reason. 
 

 
education 

  

     

88 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of living in an 
era in which new things are constantly being invented? 
 

Technolog
y & 

Invention 
  

     

89 

Talk about the pros/ cons of this era as is full of daily 
inventions 
Or 
 

 
Technolog

y & 
Invention 

  

90 

Any recent Invention that you think proved beneficial or 
detrimental to society.  
 

Technolog
y & 
Invention 

  

     

91 

Learning a new language at an early age is helpful for 
children. Is it more positive for their future aspect or have 
some adverse effects? Do u agree or disagree? Give 
examples from your experience. 

 

language 

 

childre
n 

 

education 
     

92 

Do you think English will remain to be a global language 
despite globalization? 

language   
     

93 

The ability to learn more than one language will be less 
important in future. Do you agree or disagree? 
 

language 

  

     

94 

Some languages are increasingly spoken in different 
countries, while the usage of others is rapidly declining. Is 
this a positive or a negative development? 

 

language 

 

educat
ion 

 

     

95 

Foreign languages should be compulsory in the primary 
school. How far do you agree with the above statement? 

 

language 

 

educat
ion 

 

     

96 

Some people think placing advertisements in schools is a 
great resource for public schools that need additional 
funding, but others think it exploits children by treating 
them as a captive audience for corporate sponsors. 
Choose which position you most agree with and discuss 
why you chose that position. Support your point of view 
with details from your own experiences, observations or 
reading. 

advertisem
ent 

Busine
ss/ 

money 

children 

     

97 

You are given climate as the field of study. Which area will 
you prefer? Explain why you picked up the particular area 
for your study? 

 

climate 

 

educat
ion 

 

     

98 

The threat of nuclear weapons maintains world peace. 
Nuclear power provides cheap and clean energy. The 
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benefits of nuclear technology far outweigh the 
disadvantages. To what extent do you agree or disagree? 

war Environ
ment 

Technology 
& Invention 

     

99 

Discuss both sides of Space travel vs. Current crucial 
problems faced by the human? 

Space   
     

100 

Communication has changed significantly in the last 10 
years. Discuss the positive and negative impacts of this 
change. 

Communicat
ion 

  

101 Positive and Negative effects of today’s communication. 
Communicat
ion 

  
     

102 

With the amount of motivation and practice, people can 
learn anything that the experts teach in the classroom. 
Agree or not? 

motivatio
n 

educat
ion 

 

     

103 

“In a war of ideas, it is people who get killed”. Does a 
common man suffer from a group’s ideology? Express 
your opinion, and support the same with reasons and 
examples. 

 

Ideology 

 

war 
 

     

104 

Company top level Authorities should or should not take 
employees suggestions or ideas to make any decisions. 
Discuss. 

 

Ideology 

 

 

Work 

 

 

     

105 

The law of attraction is one such behavior that can 
encompass love and affection towards others. How far do 
you support this statement? 

 

behavior 

 

 
 

     

106 

Some effective people like repetitive routine, such as 
eating the same food, do you like this way? 

Routine & 
leisure 

  
     

107 

The traffic congestion has increased massively across the 
globe. The government has proposed a solution to raise 
the taxes to reduce the traffic jam. What is your view on 
this?  

 
Transporta

tion 

 

 

 
 

     

108 

“Euthanasia is no longer acceptable in the modern 
society”. Discuss the solutions to accept this fact. 

Euthanasi
a 

  
     

109 

Sports and games create disturbance in students’ life 
because students cannot fully concentrate on their 
studies. To what extent do you agree or disagree. 

 

Sport 

 

educat
ion 

 

     

110 

In developing countries, children in rural communities 
have less access to education. Some people believe that 
the problem can be solved by providing more schools and 
teachers, while others think that the problem can be 
solved by providing computers and Internet access. 
Discuss both views and give your own opinion. 

 

education 

 

E-
books 

 

village 

     

111 

Xenophobia has accelerated rapidly in the Western 
countries. According to you what solutions can be 
proposed by the government and individuals? 

 

Xenophob
ia 
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112 

It is inevitable that traditional cultures will be lost as 
technology develops. Technology and traditional cultures 
are incompatible. To what extent do you agree or 
disagree with this view? 

Technolog
y & 

Invention 

cultur
e 

 

     

113 

World history suggests that violence and conflict were 
more evident under male leadership than under female 
leadership. So, for peace to prevail, female leadership can 
be considered as a better option than male leadership. 

Law & 
Crime 

leader
ship 

 

     

114 

International travel and tourism makes people prejudiced 
rather than broad-minded. What are its causes and what 
measures can be taken to solve this problem? 

tourism travel  

     

115 

With technology speeding up, more and more young 
people begin to use mobile phones and the Internet, but 
old people have little chance to be exposed to them. 
What ways could mobile phone and the Internet be useful 
to old people? How can old people be encouraged to use 
this new technology? 

Technolog
y & 

Invention 

Older 
people 

 

     

116 

There are social, medical and technical problems 
associated with the use of mobile phones. What forms do 
they take? Do you agree that the problems outweigh the 
benefits of mobile phones? 

 

Technolog
y & 

Invention 
  

     

117 

With the increase in the use of mobile phones and 
computers, fewer people are writing letters. Some people 
think that the traditional skill of writing letters will 
disappear completely. To what extent do you agree or 
disagree? How important do you think is letter-writing? 

 

Technolog
y & 

Invention 
  

     

118 

Some people think that students benefit from going to 
private secondary schools. Others, however, feel that 
private secondary schools can have a negative effect on 
society as a whole. Discuss both these views and give your 
own opinion. 

education   

     

119 

As global trade increases between different countries, 
many daily necessities are produced in other countries. 
Such goods are usually transported a long distance. Do 
the benefits of this trend outweigh its drawbacks? 

Business/ 

money 

Transpor
tation 

 

 

     

120 

People attend college or university for many different 
reasons (for example, new experiences, career 
preparation, or to increase knowledge).Why do you think 
people attend college or university? Use specific reasons 
and examples to support your answer. 

education 

 

Work 

 

 

121 
Culture shock is a new worrying concern for few 
immigrants. What are the possible options to eradicate 
this issue? 

Immigrant
s 

cultur
e 
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122 

Some developing countries invite large multinational 
companies to open offices and factories in order to help 
their economy. However, others feel that foreign 
companies should be shut out and instead the 
government should help the local companies to 
contribute to the economic growth. To what extent do 
you agree or disagree? 

Work 

 

Busine
ss/ 

money 

 

     

123 

Some people think that teachers should be responsible 
for teaching students to judge what is right and wrong so 
that they can behave well. Others say that teachers 
should only teach students academic subjects. Discuss 
both views and give your opinion. 

 

education judge  

     

124 

In many countries, children are engaged in different kinds 
of paid work. Some people regard this as completely 
wrong, while others consider it a valuable work 
experience, important for learning and taking 
responsibility. What is your opinion? 

children 

 

Work 

 

education 

     

125 

Animal rights are the most important. Discuss the 
advantages and disadvantages. 

Animals   
     

126 

Some people think that human needs for farmland, 
housing, and industry are more important than saving 
land for endangered animals. Do you agree or disagree 
with this point of view? Why or why not? 

Animals 
indust

ry 
architect 

     

127 

Some people think that keeping pets is good for children 
while others think it is dangerous and unhealthy. Which 
opinion do you agree with? Discuss both options and give 
examples. 

Animals 
childre

n 
 

     

128 

People are moving to urban areas from rural areas for 
better life. What do you think about? 

city 
 
Village 
 

life 

     

129 

Global transportation has escalated the cost of the 
country. Describe the advantages and disadvantages. 

transportat
ion 

Busine
ss/ 

money 
 

     

130 

Some people think women should be given equal chances 
to work and excel in their careers. Others believe that a 
woman’s role should be limited to taking care of the 
house and children. Which opinion do you agree with and 
why? Include specific details and examples to support 
your choice. 

 

Work 

 

 
 
childre

n 

 

     

131 

As people become increasingly more dependent on 
motor cars, the public transport systems tend to run 
down. This has serious consequences for both existing 
community and new communities, which are spreading 
farther and farther from town centers. Express your 
opinion, and support the same with reasons and 
examples. 

transportat
ion 

city  
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132 

Air travel can only benefit the richest people in the world. 
Ordinary people can get no advantage with the 
development of air travel. To what extent do you agree 
or disagree? 

travel 

Busine
ss/ 

money 

 

     

133 

Some people think that it is important to use leisure time 
for activities that develop the mind, such as reading and 
doing crossword puzzles. Others feel that it is important 
to give one’s mind a rest in leisure time. Discuss. 

Routine & 
leisure 

  

     

134 

Some people think that schools should select students 
according to their academic abilities, while others believe 
that it is better to have students with different abilities 
studying together. Discuss both views and state your own 
opinion.  

 

education   

     

135 

Some people say that computers have made life easier 
and more convenient. Other people say that computers 
have made life more complex and stressful. What is your 
opinion? Use specific reasons and examples to support 
your answer.  

 

Technolog
y & 

Invention 
life  

     

136 

Some people think foreign visitors should be charged 
more than local people when they visit the cultural and 
historical attractions in a country. To what extent do you 
agree or disagree? 

 

culture travel tourism 

137 
Can the Internet replace the classroom teacher? Discuss 
your views. 

internet 
educat

ion 
E-books 

     

138 

Some people think past history has nothing or little to tell 
us, but others think that studying the past history can help 
us better understand the present. Please discuss the two 
views and give your own opinion. 

history   

139 
Some people work for long hours and hard to achieve 
success and some give importance to free time for them. 
Give your opinion and discuss your views.  

work 
Routin

e & 
leisure 

life 

     

140 

The only effective way to deal with unemployment is to 
introduce rapid urbanization. How far you agree? 

city work  
     

141 

In some countries, the number of shootings increases 
because many people have guns at home. To what extent 
do you agree or disagree? Give specific reasons and 
examples to support your answer. 

war   

     

142 

Some people think imported food exerts positive impacts 
on our lives. To what extent do you agree or disagree?   

food   
     

143 

The food travels thousands of miles from farm to 
consumer. Some people think it would be better to our 
environment and economy if people only ate locally 

 
food 
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produced food. What extent do the advantages outweigh 
disadvantages? 

     

144 

Some people think it is not necessary for adults to receive 
education in class. Self-study is a good way for them to 
study more effectively. To what extent do you agree or 
disagree?  

education   

     

145 

In many countries, good schools and medical facilities are 
available only in cities. Some people think new teachers 
and doctors should work in rural areas for a few years, but 
others think everyone should be free to choose where 
they work. Discuss and give your own opinion. 

health city village 

     

146 

Environmental pollution is too alarming to be managed 
by individuals. Real change can be made at the 
government level. To what extent do you agree or 
disagree.  

pollution   

     

147 

Are the cars damaging the environment? Should the 
number of cars be restricted to one for one family? Give 
your views and support your views with appropriate 
examples. 

environm
ent 

transport
ation pollution 

     

148 

The space travel is fantastic these days and people are 
very fascinated towards it but there are many 
environmental problems in our planet that need to be 
resolved first. What is your opinion? Should money be 
spent on space travel or on environmental issues? 

space 
environ
ment 

Business/ 

money 

149 

With all the problems in the world today, some people 
think that spending money on space exploration is a 
complete waste. The money can be better spent on other 
causes. What is your opinion? 

 

space 
environ
ment 

Business/ 

money 

     

New questions (97/12/20) 

150 
In today’s world, different government and international organization are confronting many 
problems. What is the most pressing problem among them? 

151 
The birth rate in most developed countries begins to fall and aging increase. What can be 
done now to deal with this situation? 

152 
With the development of technology and science, some people believe that there is no 
great value of artists such as musicians and painters. What are the things artists can do but 
the scientist cannot? Why should we encourage the art area? 

153 
Some people think that exercise is the key to health while others feel that having a balanced 
diet is more important. Discuss both sides and give your opinion. 

154 
One of the most pressing problems facing the world today is overpopulation. What policies 
do you believe governments should adopt to address the causes and effects of this 
problem? 

155 Should schools provide organized activities for children after lessons end? 

156 
The world’s governments and organizations are facing a lot of issues. Which do you think is 
the most pressing problem for the inhabitants of our planet and give the solution? 

157 Governments and international organizations are facing global problems. Provide solutions. 
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158 
Some students leave school to find jobs. What do you suggest? School leaving or university 
education. Why? Support your answer with examples. 

159 
Increasing the price of fuels is the best way to solve pollution problems. To what extent do 
you agree or disagree with the above statement? 

160 What is your idea about lazy journalism that is commonplace in the digitalized world? 

161 
More and more people are migrating to cities, but public transport must be developed. 
What can be done now to deal with this situation? 

162 
Teenagers should be taught financial lessons at school. To what extent do you agree or 
disagree? 

163 
Nowadays, more and more movies and music are available on the internet at free of cost. 

Is this positive or negative development? Give the valid reasons. 

164 
In social events, which one is better,  

being a good talker or a good listener? 

165 
Children should learn good handwriting,  

or typing at school, which is more important? 

166 
Is science more important than art?  

What is your opinion? 

167 
Could the economic growth be considered as a major parameter for the success of the 
society? 

168 Do you think driving and voting for youngsters below 25-year-old is necessary? 

169 

Education is important as it teaches ethics and life value as it teaches us practical things for 
future employment.  

What is your opinion? 

170 

Even though globalization affects the world's economies in a positive way, its negative side 
should not be forgotten.  

discuss 

171 

Some people think schools should group pupils according to their academic ability, but others 
believe pupils with different abilities should be educated together.  

Discuss both views and give your opinion? 

172 

Criminals in prisons are dealing with new cases, and some are teaching them. Which method 
is more effective to reduce crime rate? Rehabilitation or punishment?  

Give examples. 

173 Soon retirement of workers can create job opportunities for young people. discuss 

174 
What is the role of the organization and international companies in global problems, such as 
lack of habitation? 

175 Is hosting the Olympic Games bring any benefit to the host countries? 

176 

Social media and the Internet have bad effects on people as they make communications poor.  

Do you agree or disagree? Give examples. 
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177 

Students should be banned from computer and online gaming at school as they have no 
educational values.  

Do you agree or disagree? Give examples. 

178 
Is individuals' personality affected by nurture and teaching, or genetics is more important?  

Give your opinion. Support your reasons with examples. 

179 

School children nowadays are not playing more sports compared to their parents in their 
childhood.  

Do you agree or disagree? Support your ideas with examples. 

180 
Regions and countries' geography situation affect people's behavior and their success. What 
is your opinion? 

181 

Nowadays the most high-level jobs are done by men. Should jobs be reserved for women by 
the government?  

What are the effects of this? 

182 
Universities should reduce tuition fees, and university education should be free.  

To what extent do you agree or disagree? 

183 
Should wealthy nations help poor countries with food and education, or is it the 
responsibility of poor nations to improve their condition? 

184 
Some students focus on their academic lessons, while extracurricular activities also play an 
important role.  Do you agree or not? 

185 

Some students choose university near where they live and continue to stay at home with 
families, other students choose university away from family, what is the advantages and 
disadvantages for both sides. 

 

186 
“National happiness index” has better performance than the economic increase in a 
nation’s development. Do you agree and how to measure “national happiness”? 

187 
Studying works of literature of a hundred years ago is a waste of time for students in 
today. Agree or disagree, give your reasons and example. 

188 
Do you think that people need to learn how to spend their money from early ages at 
school? 

189 
some believe that commercial advertising is beneficial while others suspicious about it, 
discuss and give your opinion 

190 What is Strength and weakness of education system in your country. give your opinion.  

191 What is your opinion about students’ financial management at school? give examples 

192 
Globalization has brought people closely together, especially in culture, communication 
and business field. What do you think? 

193 
As urban population growing, city roads are busy and public areas such as parking is 
packed. People feel that city space is overcrowding. What solutions can you think of for 
this problem? 

194 
Cars come in all different shapes and sizes. Some prefer a large one, while others a 
compact one. What are the advantages and disadvantages of each type and which would 
you prefer? 

195 
Governments promise continuous economic growth, but it is actually illusion. Some people 
think that governments should abandon this. Give your opinion. 
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5. Mock test questions 
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5. Vocabulary & Collocation 
 و کلمات بر تسلط روش به ها کالوکیشن تثبیت، رایتینگ تمرین پیشنهادی های روش از یکی

 سوالات پاسخگویی به قادر، شیوه این یادگیری با همچنین. است موضوعی اسمی های ترکیب

.بود خواهید نیز امتحان در جدید

 هر برای که باشد می مختلف تم و موضوع 53 پایه بر  سوالات بندی طبقه شامل جزوه این

 انتخاب را آنها میتوانید سوال اساس بر که است شده پیشنهاد اسمی ترکیب و اسم تعدادی، تم

 و اسمی های ترکیب دیکشنری در جستجو با شخصاً نیز داوطلب میشود پیشنهاد اما. کنید

.فراگیرد را آنها و یافته را سوال صورت و شده مشخص حوزه با مناسب های کالوکیشن

1 bank 
The international banking system Demand account Cash ratio Eurodollar 

International business A bank loan A bank note A bank teller 

The largest savings banks The debit side A bank card Idle balance 

Foreign currency account Money market A pay cheque Bank bill 

Real financial difficulties Short-term credit A cheque card Revolving credit 

Financial organization A bank account Paper money Charge card 

Secured credit facility A plastic card The acceptor bank Payment services 

Financial transactions Credit card debt Bank draft Shopping online 

investment bankers Debit notes Client account Suspense account 

A method of payment Credit analysis Bankbook Cardholder 

a healthy bank balance Currency exchange Unsecured credit Electronic banking 
 

2 Business & Money 
foreign currency business deal budget surplus business cycle 

a marketing consultant the business world selling goods price list 

the economic system detailed costings a discount scheme The gold coinage 

the money supply thriving business aggregate demand fair dealing 

business interests business partner making money private investment 

useful business contacts business manager heavy trading upfront fee 

business activities business customers line manager trade barriers 

the business community business contacts selling price the wholesale trade 

the World Trade Organization absolute advantage market value marketing strategy 

recent tariff changes sliding scale agribusiness a trade embargo 

disposable income economic downturn venture capital a popular brand 

a business perspective business owners black marketer wide currency  

a capitalist society annual salary a salary increase household income 
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3 Shop 
consumer electronics products packaging boom commodity prices Shopping center 

a huge shopping mall Window shopping prospective buyer shopkeeper 

packaged goods producers the daily purchase consumer products business owners 

the economic system export goods a popular brand a satisfied customer 

a commodity market local bazaar extra cost a business customer 

electrical goods mass production a quick sale Internet shopping 

a special discount plastic packaging colored packets a buyer’s market 

an important commodity packing cost Online shopping a shopping list 

packaging manufacturers attractive packaging A cash budget foil wrapper 

eye-catching designs economic prosperity grocery stores customer service 

international trade a fair price Food shopping consumer goods 

A competitive market producing goods industrial goods a bargain price 

raw materials food retailing trading profits wholesaler 

manufacturing goods selling price national retailers  

4 Music 
The soft background music spiritual needs a catchy melody musical score 

complicated dance rhythms music subject music business a piano teacher 

Traditional songs natural rhythms Music industry musicianship 

a concert performance classical poetry music education the school band 

a wonderful piano player musical instrument a music lover traditional jazz 

electronic instruments instrumental music music therapy choral music 

a talented young musician musical ability Playing music musical styles 

musical learning activities Strong melody The melody line musicology 

World music press musical taste orchestral music the lead singer 

Contemporary music theater orchestral training original compositions 

soul music music celebrities International music traditional music 

music genres music types illegal downloading music downloading 

digital audio format recording companies music files  online music sharing 
 

5 Old play 
the traditional stories art class magical events historical novels 

live performances the theatre playwright Greek myths 

live performance art oral history historical events a piece of music 

a memorable performance  classical literature an ancient custom folklore 

an old well-known story a narrative poem the old legend a costume drama 

a sentimental story    
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6 Arts 
monumental sculpture handmade goods primitive art the visual arts 

an exhibition of sculpture a surrealist painting valuable paintings woodcarving 

decorating job opportunities artwork famous singers handcrafted jewelry 

a professional entertainer traditional dances amateur artist a floral motif 

decorating business contemporary art figurative art conceptual artist 

great sentimental value an art exhibition leading actors puppet theatre 

indigenous art fashion designer artistic creativity artistic inspiration 

7 Architect 
architectural features a licensed architect master builder wicket gate 

modern architecture architectural designer a stone building glass partitions 

classical architecture architectural elements building industry revolving door 

megalithic monuments the castle courtyard sloping roof brick wall 

monumental architecture prime substructures high ceilings narrow passage 

landscape architecture an impressive building narrow stairway construction workers 

environmental design building materials central skyscraper remote cottage 

The old stonework human settlements ceiling rafters the balcony wall 

a different perspective Ancient architecture ground floor plan property developer 

a modern construction a luxury apartment seasonal shelters interior designer  

design process    

 

8 Law & Crime 
tough regulations court action strict rules a death sentence 

the existing legislation social norms legal advice illegal act 

condemned prisoners misbehavior heavy fines severe restrictions 

an international ban crime prevention killer instinct drug offenders 

a financial penalty guilty conscience crime rate a violent crime 

an international ban a criminal court a jury's verdict criminal behavior 

unlawful activities juvenile crime a defence lawyer a punishable act 

a court order a long jail sentence pickpockets terrorist violence 

court judgment the brutal murder civil law international law 

an innocent victim civil vandalism street crime corporal punishment 

cultural norms blind obedience safety rules a court ruling 

criminal justice system an unwritten rule traffic warden life imprisonment 

racial harassment absolute obedience the trial judge identity theft 

Inappropriate behavior legal responsibilities violent acts moral corruption 

antisocial behavior criminal offence drug smuggling a criminal conviction 

standards of behavior physical violence a criminal lawyer abnormal behavior 

a reformed criminal the local authority an immediate ban state legislatures 

stringent penalties a ruthless criminal criminal law cybercrime 

breaking the law a crime deterrent human behavior the local authority 

habitual criminal    
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9 Judge 
controversial decision panel of judges jurisdictions legal procedure 

criminal justice system circuit judges judging system court judges 

juvenile courts senior judge Citizenship Judges judging people 

an impartial adjudicator Judicial deference election judges adjudication process 

10 Society 
the fabric of society social peace popular culture civil society 

the structure of a society socialization theory radical socialist lower class 

social exclusion minority government social ritual social worker 

Multicultural societies the social activities cultural diversity modern society 

stakeholder society national government cultural values a civilized society 

the corporate hierarchy the average birthrate social science age discrimination 

government organizations social stratification   
 

11 Climate 

12 Environment 
the protection of the environment endangered species a natural disaster catastrophic effects 

Environmental degradation protected species marine pollution a conservation area 

Environmental protection rare species Coastal erosion nature conservation 

Environmental regulations extinct species global warming a natural hazard 

environmental concerns nuclear industry total extinction Environmental damage 

an environmental hazard industrial pollution natural calamity environmental hazards 

environmental conservation marine ecosystems acid rain powerful earthquake 

a serious environmental challenge clean energy air pollution eco-friendly products 

Environmental protection nuclear power Solar energy clean energy revolution 

the Earth's natural resources Deforestation   

 

 

global climate change a natural phenomenon global warming ice cap melting 

a rise in temperature geographical areas arid zones oceanography 

atmospheric condition climatology coastal cities catastrophic floods 

the summer drought the temperate zones dry season weather conditions 

the carbon dioxide emissions thermal radiation water cycle the desert area 

the biodiversity of the rainforest the local ecosystem fertile soil Greenhouse gases 

the deforestation of the tropics meteorologist arid desert torrential rain 

the general warming effect a fierce typhoon climate change the tropical climate 

the Earth’s atmosphere the polar ice cap microclimate a barren desert 
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 13 Pollution 
Radioactive contamination trash dump The tainted places a source of pollution 

renewable energy sources industrial pollution black smoke marine pollution 

air/water/soil pollution clean energy nuclear energy renewable resource 

carbon dioxide emissions solar panel solar energy renewable energy 

Environmental pollution solar power alternative energy a harmful substance 

Energy production public transport the health hazard electrical equipment 

a high standard of cleanliness natural resources poisonous gas public systems 

recycling procedures The human disease polluted streets tainted food 

car exhaust fumes a smoky atmosphere Polluted air fossil fuels 

carbon monoxide energy supplies greenhouse effect lethal dioxin 
 

14 Education 
homework assignment practical skills giving feedback training course 

monitoring performance performance fair test written examinations 

conventional written tests oral exam research field pupil performance 

Educational achievement a university degree vast subject assessment process 

Comprehensive school effective learning foreign students classroom activities 

stereotyped curriculum limited knowledge private education examination results 

assessment methods long-term memory academic study academic research 

examination booklet independent study academic career education reform 

source of information the school curriculum vast knowledge under evaluation 

Academic qualifications subconscious mind intellectual ability mental ability 

written assessments teaching methods natural ability modern method 

the course syllabus effects of stress presentation reliable method 

compulsory education Improving knowledge mental capability human capability 

academic performance spontaneous learning head teacher creative imagination 

an eminent scientist educational facilities formal education agile mind 

well-rounded graduates Critical thinking high grade well-educated 

the faulty testing system general knowledge effective system academic success 

multiple choice questions equal opportunity research facility Student’s motivation 

an intensive course stereotyped exams school science traditional method 

Continuous assessment necessary information written format brilliant student 

learner's performance lecture notes advanced tuition perfectly fair 

learning environment theoretical knowledge natural talent functionally illiterate 

short-term memory college course elites focus of attention 

Educational development average score overall score  
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15 Motivation  
source of inspiration increasing willingness The fear of failure ambitious person 

a preponderant position the ultimate goal A wiser decision a strong motive 

intensely hard-working major success eagerness Opinion leaders 

an overwhelming desire Rational motivations the promotion mental stimulation 

a mentalistic perspective lack motivation strategic planning a stimulus 

best endeavors intrinsic motivation   

16 Language 
the increasing globalization a foreign language talker pronunciation 

modern communication methods bilingual education native dialect a foreign accent 

learning second languages monolingual speakers foreign tourists essential vocabulary 

an English teacher linguistic change A dead language native tongue 

linguistic development official language language skills a powerful speech 

a multilingual phrasebook modern languages language skills linguistic abilities 

a telephone interview the lingua franca the slang term a common language 

an official language literature a regional accent social conventions 

Improving communication skills a means of expression phraseology language learning 

language barrier a bilingual dictionary spoken language English grammar 

a heavy encyclopedia written language semantic rules phonological rules 

 

17 Children 
a deprived childhood physical punishment local kids a single parent 

a newborn child stepfather a healthy infant television character 

emotional growth adoptive parents sibling rivalry  

child's wrongdoing Personal responsibility a calm manner Violent behavior 

inescapable responsibility a terrible temper normal growth child abuse 

Parental responsibilities a small child misbehavior violent acts 

a kindergarten teacher parenting skills obedience behavior problems 

inherited traits Mass media an obedient child family home 

a very close relationship young children a computer game street children 

child’s temperament intellectual growth character traits adoptive mother 

an adopted child a screaming baby a gifted child polite conversation 

a child’s linguistic development toddlers nursery school dependent children 

child’s personal growth child labor toy cars child development 

a positive role model observing parents childcare facilities adult roles 

parent-child relationship    
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18 Youngsters 
juvenile crime a lavish lifestyle a youth group the young people 

The younger generation teenagers teen health source of inspiration 

younger adults vulnerable youngsters personalities a favorable attitude 

adolescent development transitional period maturity date the wrong direction 

growth spurt physical growth Youth rights Teenage girls 

youth culture teen idol teen magazines  

 

19 Celebrities 
Famous personalities a huge impact fans Mass media 

Following celebrities public attention followers real heroes 

a sporting celebrity celebrity status music celebrities a positive role model 

celebrity couples a celebrated actress famous performer athletics superstar 

a certifiable megastar famous singer Hollywood star the star attraction 

 

20 Older people 
human lifespan old people's home Old age older adults 

human life cycle successful aging elderly residents physical debilitation 

ageing population Old age frailty nursing homes old-age pensioner 

a person's functional age unacceptable ageism elderly care slowness of behavior 

life expectancy Activist ageing becoming old chronic condition 

the later part of life a hearing impairment Elder rights physical consequences 

retirement age tooth decay elderly retirees mobility impairment 

Less efficient immune function alzheimer's disease a hearing aid  
 

21 Marriage 
a successful marriage marital problems close relatives marital breakdown 

personal responsibility polygamous societies living standards emotional response 

a stressful lifestyle family breakdown separation financial difficulties 

Household expenditure emotional maturity a painful divorce financial support 

a newly married couple marriage partner monogamy a lifestyle change 

a highly emotional issue married life polygamy great happiness 

a deeply satisfying feeling unmarried females bigamy low-income families 

a long-term relationship family relationships full responsibility dependent wives 

Some married couples emotional support a lovely couple friendly relationship 

Housewife/ housewives suitable husband spouse household income 

stressful circumstances conjugal life   
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22 Life 
a normal life biological processes living things a meagre living 

Life experience learned experience personal events individual senses 

physical entities artificial life lifeless body living organisms 

average lifespan life force living soul lifelike behavior 

lifelong ambition a vital ingredient natural life a lifelong relationship 

lifelong learners afterlife destinations mental state lifelike properties 

a lifeless performance personal crisis lifelong friends biological functions 

professional life positive feeling living legend personal activities 

personal problems metabolism rate private lives  

 

23 Health  
fatal illness health workers sleeping sickness physical well-being 

incurable illness failing health brain tumour a hospital doctor 

chronic illness mental health first aid a psychiatric nurse 

debilitating illness physical health laser surgery dental hygienist 

a period of illness health care optometrists emergency surgery 

a healthy lifestyle health benefits caring role faintly bloodshot 

underweight baby health visitor health center chinese medicine 

repetitive strain injury highly infectious eye strain medical certificate 

simple medical treatment common colds clinical trials varicose veins 

medical practitioner preventive medicine rheumatic fever food poisoning 

Less efficient immune function medical technology   

24 Space 
mysterious space flight the lunar surface space capsule space exploration 

a telecommunications satellite the lunar gravity space shuttle the Milky Way 

a satellite communications company the Earth’s gravity spaceship nearby galaxies 

the planetary system the distant stars mission control the Earth’s rotation 

the aerospace industry space technologies space rocket a rocket launcher 

a Jupiter space probe gravitational fields astronauts a space program 

Spacecraft management NASA spaceman space technology 
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25 Hometown/success 
a major improvement a slum area internal migration powerful influence 

beneficial side effects a residential area city residents a deprived area 

the cultural environment the local area social life domestic life 

a friendly neighborhood a remote area childhood friends  a rural area 

Remarkable achievement urban areas major success a metropolitan area 

quiet neighborhood social issues the living area rural residents 

wealthy neighborhood remote places slum housing individuals' success 

a substantial migration local residents social contact original nations 

learning environment personal growth limited success social problems 

Professional performance native environments native regions achieving success 

the perfect opportunity considerable skills citizenship physical birthplace 

personal development shaping goals genuine passion personality traits 

peaceful residential neighborhood Social interaction a remote region a range of facilities 

residential neighborhood sheer determination social skills personal prosperity 

an impressive accomplishment lifelong passion   

26 City 
a capital city city planning public spaces surrounding areas 

city center rapid urbanization human civilization an industrial town 

cosmopolitan city population density urban sprawl productive region 

human settlement urban population city functions city boundaries 

intensifying globalization urban areas senior citizens urban agglomeration 

the surrounding landscape unspoilt countryside residential area urban architecture 

Urban structure the downtown area city government municipal services 
 

27 Village 
the surrounding countryside village life rustic style rural communities 

a rural development program wealthy suburb hamlet remote villages 

Traditional fishing villages global village cottage industry  
 

28 Transportation 
bus/rail/airline passengers private transport private cars motorway traffic 

cutting public spending the traffic police electric cars a passenger ship 

the transport system a traffic jam a clean fuel a railway bridge 

transport costs local traffic public safety a road bridge 

the road transport industry safety regulations road safety air transport 

traffic restraint policies public transport a green fuel road transport 

the pedestrian direction parking facilities rail transport traffic congestion 

transport development transport systems road pricing driving restriction scheme 

a road construction project    
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29 Tourism 
a place of pilgrimage hospitality travel agency guest book 

national monument tourism industry valuable antiques holiday camp 

the historical perspective ancient history a holiday booking the motel 

several different places oral history national holiday great museums 

the local language a guided tour growing tourism the cultural heritage 

the national heritage the tourist trade a cultural context seasonal jobs 

modern archeology cultural differences cultural values foreign currency 

hotel accommodations cultural traditions greater revenue local economy 

diverse cultural background a summer holiday hotel facilities job opportunities 

the ancient civilizations traveler attracting tourists promoting tourism 

encouraging tourism a natural leader a hotel guest diverse beliefs 

a country's progress tourism sector   

 

30 Culture 
intangible cultural heritage foreign culture social learning cultural universals 

human symbolic culture social behavior social practices religious community 

cultural relativism multiculturalism   cultural studies material culture 

cultural transmission Cultural area high culture cultural learning 

Evolutionary culture cultural anthropology cultural variation  

31 Travel 
travelling schedule a foreign country the travelling life foreign culture 

railway travelling foreign culture a vivid picture travelling expenses 

a foreign language world tour migration multicultural society 

international traveling native speakers a safe journey international visitors 

a multicultural community a school trip faraway places train journey 

travelers a long journey   

32 Immigrants 
an immigrant community language skills homesick a migrant worker 

economic migrants another country lifestyles migrant laborer 

the political refugee an influx of migrants citizenship a migrant population 

permanent residents international migration a border area developed countries 

a different culture an illegal immigrant deep depression cultural differences 

separation anxiety cultural diversity homelands migration routes 

migration patterns internal migration   
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33 Xenophobia 
sufficient justifications patriotism strong fear ethnic violence 

the mental condition racism foreigners ethnocentrism 

aversion therapy refugee camps nationalism public hostility 

racial discrimination national security racial abuse strangers 

foreign culture xenophobic attitudes   

 

34 Mass media 
the latest information useful websites print media a computer user 

source of amusement a computer network bloggers a computer hacker 

a newspaper advertisement broadcasting radio signal networking software 

Effective communication a young audience rapid progress a national newspaper 

an enthusiastic audience intelligent robots an email message media campaign 

Information revolution the mass media public awareness computer data 

Telecommunications industry Internet access news headlines email address 

the necessary information sending messages the digital age a computer system 

a growing awareness telephone network a piece of news television channels 

a source of information a local radio station younger viewers video conferencing 

new telecommunications system the television news a media campaign a television reporter 

broadband connection detailed information an Internet user sheet of newspaper 

technological media sources a daily newspaper a digital camera a lack of awareness 

the tabloid newspapers a newspaper article press reports computer software 

an Internet broadcast entertaining activities electronic media 
storage 

false information 

 

35 Advertisements 
TV advertisement outdoor advertising shareholders traditional media 

commercial business consumer goods advertorials Commercial messages 

a major advertising campaign Commercial ads sponsors the real world of commerce 

the classified adverts a propaganda tool  the company products 

Marketing communication    
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36 Technology & Invention 
an innovative approach an electronic device great achievement 

practical applications recent innovations artificial intelligence 

the latest computer software some useful advice a computer expert 

the computer industry a clever device creative imagination 

new computer equipment innovative design modern conveniences 

a digital electronic equipment high technology New scientific discoveries 

Information technology modern technology technological processes 

major technological advance the latest technology technical education 

modern communication technology space technologies applied science 

an ingenious technique scientific investigation complex machines 

space technology technological advancement technological endeavor 

digital technology virtual technology Revolutionary developments 

comfortable life important tool modern science 

Revolutionary developments medical technology modern gadgets 

a new initiative modern creations useful products 

37 Creativity 
creative thinking skills creative ideas idea generation creative personality 

new inventions Breakthrough Ideas creative profile creativity flourishes 

general intelligence fresh inspiration creative expression new approaches 

creation scheme new concepts creative ways child prodigy 

creative process Creative lifestyles intrinsic motivation analytical thinking 

38 Internet 
modern conveniences The online journal easy access a link to a website 

computer networking a computer screen download an email message 

Information technology digital newspapers Tablet device Wikipedia articles 

the Internet infrastructure Internet surfers Smart phone computer users 

a computer network    

39 E-books 
electronic book digital format lower prices the digitized text 

electronic devices viewing screen written texts online discussions 

an electronic version bookstore websites e-book market electronic document 

e-reader devices saving the forest e-book services notebook computer 

electronic publications e-book usage e-book license a wide readership 

book-reading software hardcover books digital edition public libraries 

e-book publishers purchasable books ordinary book e-book collections 

Reading applications Unprintable versions printed books  
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40 Routine & leisure 
a familiar routine breakfast time eating habits leisure activities 

a healthy lifestyle a little sleep daily life outdoor activities 

patterns of behavior a particular time the comfort zone human behavior 

Everyday improvements a comfortable lifestyle everyday life timetable 

a detailed plan a stressful lifestyle variation busy schedule 

daily exercise a very busy schedule a simple lifestyle agendas 

a complete rest the constant repetition routine work timeline 

ideal conditions the old routine ordinary life a varied diet 

a sedentary lifestyle personal habits an active lifestyle a busy lifestyle 

a crossword puzzle leisure activity leisure time wooden puzzle 

watching television leisure facilities national holiday deep relaxation 

recreation areas favorite pastime hobbyists  
 

41 Euthanasia 
the deliberate killing dying wish chronically ill life-saving 

the medical profession doctors tragic death seriously ill a deep coma 

the brutal murder violent death nursing home serious diseases 

the cost of medical treatment mercy killing sickness fatal diseases 

the greater longevity human suffering patient care a chronic disease 

the symptoms of a disease ill effects hospital care lung cancer 

a lengthy period of care the death rate health care medical care 

a voluntary agreement a death threat injured people hospital treatment 

the hospital sector a painless death cancerous cells a rescue team 

clinically dead    
 

42 Sports 
an extreme sport mountain climbing tournament competitive sport 

Adventurous sports a dangerous opponent sporting heroes an active participant 

an Olympic silver medal a wrestling match injury problems physical fitness 

a professional wrestler the team captain a sports injury a football league 

the greatest sportswomen dangerous situation head coach a basketball player 

the Olympic Stadium a national hero Spectators the swimming pool 

a very amateur performance physical damage a rugby match a professional athlete 

a very keen sportsman local sports club a sports center physical exercise 

groups of football fans a sports event a football club archery tournaments 

defeat an opponent severe damage a football field sports equipment 

deleterious activities scuba diving parkour physical challenges 

A naturally gifted sportswoman strong competition match referee a gymnastics display 

International Stadium exciting adventure a semi-final match  
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43 Work 
employees’ motivation low-paid workers colleague a successful career 

the different viewpoints job satisfaction strong opinions human resources 

a highly profitable business full-time employment regular feedback dangerous work 

Professional qualifications financial insolvency a team leader Leadership role 

employee involvement average earnings job opportunities meticulous planning 

hard-working employees a clever idea a skilled craft local entrepreneurs 

the corporate hierarchy an important decision an unskilled worker a retired employee 

effective communication serious competition company director a job offer 

the shared participation a practical suggestion efficient management a staff meeting 

considerable experience leadership qualities high unemployment a casual worker 

the occupational structure temporary staff casual labor seasonal workers 

an important engagement financial rewards annual earnings a substantial profit 

Employment opportunities Career development Output senior staff 

Permanent employment a trustworthy guide a professional career workaholics 

choosing young employees paid employment professional life qualified staff 

professional norms Successful careers   

44 War 
victims of racial attacks peaceful purposes an atomic bomb innocent civilians 

the nuclear program racist violence nuclear weapons a terrorist attack 

Military expenditure political conflict rescue mission peaceful solution 

military technology armed conflicts violent conflict peaceful purposes 

the war against terrorism armed conflicts a military threat a military victory 

military success terror a bomb attack nuclear weapons 

an explosive device fission bomb traditional bombs atomic bombings 

nuclear strategy Gun assembly tactical weapons shooting incident 

the accidental shooting    

45 Ideology 
a controversial decision considerable interest brainstorm various techniques 

the different viewpoints generating ideas brainwash a heated argument 

widespread belief different opinions a vague notion critical thinking 

strategic information system idealized views a new ideology an attitude of mind 

idea generation a clever idea   
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46 Behavior 
impeccable manners behavior problems polite voice abnormal behavior 

unacceptable social behaviors Behavioral sciences a formal way personal habits 

standards of behavior normative beliefs misbehavior a loud smack 

Inappropriate behavior antisocial behavior eating habits unpleasant feeling 

a pattern of behavior the gracious behavior undying love passionate love 

unexpected kindness a feeling of affection Loving behaviors deep affection 

extremely angry feelings of jealousy personal sacrifices obsessively jealous 

favorable attitude sympathetic character a personality trait robust self-esteem 

character development a forceful personality mental disorder vivacious personality 

47 Voting 
mandatory voting system democratic right choosing wrong leaders compulsory voting 

a democratic environment floating voter a franchise agreement people’s perception 

a fundamental freedom ballot papers a democratic society voting age 

election campaigns ballot box electoral register straight ticket 

democratic elections tactical voting a mayoral election casting vote 

a presidential election polling day an election victory polling booth 

a national scrutineer pocket veto voting machine electioneering 

the election results secret ballot polling station a mass lobby 

proportional representation overall majority A hand recount  

48 Animals 
conserving animals natural habitat animal behavior open environment 

ecological balance unnatural life animal lovers animal laboratories 

fundamental protections animal protection law animal liberation animal welfare law 

animal rights movement the rights of livestock Animal trial companion animals 

endangered animals endangered species local extinction conservation status 

forbidding hunting Animal cognition intrinsic values animal ethics 

living creatures a pet owner an exotic pet fuzzy animals 

pet ownership pet shop pet therapy reptile pets 
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49 Communication 
effective communication human contact general assertions poor communication 

direct communication regular contact communion service mass communication 

communicative competence a brief mention live transmission communication skills 

communicative approach data transmission clear articulation casual conversation 

Communication Connection international links skilled communicator body language 

nonverbal communication eye contact facial expressions audiovisual Perception 

telecommunication services nodding head defensive posture social interaction 

the special relationship    

50 Leadership 
leadership roles a military leader supportive follower practical skills 

leadership potential spiritual leader a designated leader personal power 

leadership styles effective control sense of superiority leading members 

weak leadership directorship feminine superiority situational leadership 

strong leadership qualities political control a government leader  

51 Industry 
military-industrial complex  industrialization industry standard industry analysis 

industrial revolution industry sector manufacturing industry revenue generation 

developed countries oil industry post-industrial society industrial policy 

assembly line workers heavy industry informational revolution Industrial labor 

cheap mass-produced goods cottage industry manufactured goods the construction industry 

52 History 
written documents past events historical writers History analysis 

written record cultural heritage human history ancient Egyptians 

methodical narrative periods of time Ancient influences early civilizations 

historical investigation ancient history human evolution historical times 

medieval historiography military history Roman antiquities Historical methods 

the ancient civilizations    

53 Food  
food distribution food chains nutritional support essential nutrients 

agriculture organization food energy medicinal plants food safety 

agricultural societies food industry nutritional economics omega fats 

food preparation health food agricultural sciences dairy products 

food manufacturer food prices industrial agriculture food scarcity 

food aid Food marketing animal husbandry animal sources 

 


